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From the One into the Two into the One into the Two 
The Long Way Down to Show Man’s Heart to Woman 

 
I, Azar, was born in a body of the male gender – 1962 August 16th. ‘Girls’ was a 

totally different world. Perfectly Strange. Their world didn’t seem to have anything to do with 
my world. The only occasions that there seemed to be some overlap were when one or a few 
girls joined the games we and other children played seemingly endlessly on the street. My 
brother and i often invented the games and were the ‘brains’ behind them, but we were not the 
heroes when it came to ringing doorbells of our accidental friends where cramped parents 
would open the door and make me feel somewhat sickish and bereft of breath. I didn’t like – 
or, sometimes, was even repulsed by – parents and in general (by) grown-ups, cramped as 
they were, stuck, deadened by rules and norms, hostile as they felt to me, unloving, forcing 
their children and themselves to do this and to be like that. 

Despite the appearance of partiality i dare say that my own parents were an exception 
to this. They let us be free, they respected us, their three children, my older brother, me and 
younger sister, as beings with their own individual will that was not less important than theirs. 
We were not forced to be or behave in a certain way. Who and how we were, was not wrong 
but all right and enough in itself. We were not at all forced to become ‘normal’ society-
people, nor guided away from this possibility. With this free attitude – no norms – the 
children on our street in the village were attracted to us and our place and often played on our 
grass field. My parents didn’t angrily take the ball when it touched a hedge or one of the 
flowers – unlike especially our neighbours across the street regarding their spruce rose bed. 
Still, after all these years, i automatically associate roses with deadness, with stiffened people, 
with living life according to ideas and norms, norms based on anti-life, with artificiality, with 
trying to create and manipulate nature, instead of allowing and living it, with lifeless 
christianity egoically praising a concept as God instead of bowing for Nature Itself. Hence, in 
my unknown song ‘The Train’ i say: “I love all the flowers, but roses, no.” (From “The 
Heart’s Long and Lonely Way Down into the Mud.” (Published in 2010, 15 years later than it 
was originally produced.) 

Accidents do happen, we learned as kids, especially from my father. They were no 
reason to punish kids when the ball entered a forbidden zone, the holy rose bed, no reason to 
steal the ball from us until we had become aware of our sin and were sorry. We and the other 
kids hardly dared to walk over the lawns of the other houses, the blades of grass might get 
twisted. Of all the gardens in the street our field was obviously in the worst state therefore. 
But children had fun at our place. Life was still allowed there. I grew up in this Duality of life 
and anti-life that was so close by. The christians, who filled up half of our street and many of 
our playmates were their children, did their best to prevent life from taking place in its 
wildness, most radically on Sundays. Suspiciously the christian parents looked at us and 
especially at our parents who tolerated their kids being wild, who didn’t train them like 
animals. 

Sometimes one or two boys came in our house to play with us or me. Girls didn’t 
come, not even those from our street, except maybe for a birthday. Still, the difference 
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between boys and girls of our own street – and between me and girls or even, as i would say 
now, between the Male Force (‘my’ world of Being) and the Female Force (girls’ world) – 
was not as big as it was at school, at kindergarten at the age of four and five and especially at 
primary school from age six to eleven. Those girls in my class seemed almost from another 
world, indeed. It was not only that their interests seemed very different from mine – playing 
with dolls as they did, playing mummy-daddy, talking a lot, taking no risks. I use the word 
‘seemed’ here since i was not busy with them, in fact. No, their whole state of being was 
different somehow. They just existed here on earth, by accident or not but in any case, that 
was all, just an uninteresting fact. I was not against them, nor in favour of them. I didn’t have 
to and, in fact, could not do anything with them. They were not relevant in any way, not part 
of my world, not part of what seemed to be the ‘real world’. 

For the sake of giving a realistic impression i must add here that also the world of boys 
was very different from mine. I didn’t understand much if anything of their interests in and 
enthusiasm for playing with little cars, armies and cowboys toys with pistols or more of that 
shit. The old gender roles didn’t matter to me anyhow, although at that time they were quite 
present in society. I knitted for instance a big thick winter shawl and was not bothered by the 
fact that knitting was supposed to be girlish. If by accident i got those typical little cars on 
birthdays i used them for inventing games with them that involved competition and not to 
make infantile ‘broom’ sounds with. The latter and any form of naked aggression were things 
i didn’t like. I loved competition though. Especially with the many little toy animals we 
possessed – some of them simple, some, wild animals, beautiful – i had many competitions. I 
– and often together with my brother – made long lists of the maybe two hundred animals, 
ranking all their performances in many games we invented for them. Often they were still 
standing in long queues on the ground when my father came home and he had to step over 
them to reach his chair in which he played chess and smoked cigars to no end. Although he 
didn’t like any form of mess in the house, somehow the game with the animals got – to 
exaggerate a bit – almost a holy status and he allowed the animals to stay there till the next 
day or even later. Also the two cats Zwartje and Grijsje respected the importance of the game 
and always walked with their cute little soft paws precisely in the little spaces between all the 
animals. 

Still, despite the fact that my interest was usually different from that of other boys, i 
had always a friend, one who was steady for the whole period of age five to twelve and, in 
addition, now and then another one for a short period of a few weeks or even for just a day or 
an afternoon. The world of boys was surely not mine but, at least regarding part of the boys, 
not so unimaginably far away as the world of girls. With boys i could play football. We could 
go into nature, something that girls seemed not to be interested in. With boys i could compete, 
notwithstanding the fact that, being with them, i felt some kind of sphere of oneness, albeit i 
felt very different from them at the same time. I had a strong drive to win whether in games or 
sports – albeit fighting physically was not my thing. Although i often tried to win over 
myself, it was also nice to win over others. Winning or in general being the best in whatever 
activity was so normal for me that, instead of celebrating my victories, i was rather bothered 
by the occasional times i lost: i could have done better. It felt natural to me to perform as the 
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best, no big deal; there was no fuss around it. ‘My’ strong will and the accompanying strong 
drive to win were, in itself, not the same as ego. It was a natural force bigger than me. 

What i also liked next to playing games and doing sports, was, as i mentioned, going 
to the woods with my friend Benne often accompanied by my brother and his friend, the 
brother of Benne. Often we strolled through the fields and forest patches, the four of us, two 
pairs of brothers – almost every free day for years on end. Luckily, when i was just four we 
had moved from a suburb of the city, Amsterdam, to a rather small village of perhaps two 
thousand inhabitants in the north of Holland, close to the fields, forest patches and a few 
small lakes. I naturally loved to be and walk in nature, messing around with mud, to climb 
trees, build huts together, sometimes eat turnips or sugar beets from the land – not aware of 
the pesticides and herbicides that were abundantly used in the 60s and 70s – running away or 
hiding when the farmer showed up who didn’t allow us to walk over his fields or when one of 
the boys-gangs suddenly showed up, consisting of boys who were older, physically stronger 
or outnumbering us. In fact, just walking through nature, wandering about with one or more 
friends, was in itself enough for a good time. No specific activity was needed, although 
usually we ended up doing something. 

Speaking about the subject of stronger boys, in the course of attending primary school 
i began to notice a hierarchy among boys. Noticing this started already in the first or second 
class, six or seven years old. This hierarchy was, of course, clearest in my own class in which 
i could observe the phenomenon most frequently and most intimately. The ranking was based 
on fighting, on fights with someone that had actually taken place or, more commonly, on 
imagining and estimating the result of potentially fighting with the others – the latter of 
which, by the way, happened in a split of a second, intuitively, not by going intensely into the 
imaginations. Not only physical strength was involved – although it could be the main 
determinant – but also having a big mouth and certainly also an alliance with the leader(s) or 
the strongest pupils. In that ranking, of about fifteen boys, i had only three below me, one of 
which i was not totally sure was really below me. I liked classifications. I was not really 
bothered by the fact that i ranked only on the 12th place, or 13th, out of 15. I could hardly say 
it was about me. It was sort of neutral, like the classification of birthdays: i knew every 
pupil’s birthday by heart – and still, after 40 years, i remember the dates of their birthdays – 
and was not bothered by the fact that my birthday half of August was one of the last on the 
list. 

This was the physical-energetic-social classification, ranking one’s status or estimated 
strength in the world of form. It was not different from how other male apes experience their 
place in the hierarchy. But there was a totally different type of non-official ranking. In that 
classification i was – even though, on the face of it, there seemed to be one competitor – 
indisputably number one, unconsciously respected by all other boys. This respect of boys or 
men, as it turned out later much clearer, was something that was hidden and that ‘could not’ 
or hardly be openly expressed, since men, unsure of themselves, are afraid that Woman comes 
to hear this and this would, as they falsely assume, weaken their own position as a male self 
competing for females, an understandable attitude that nonetheless fixes a man’s un-freedom 
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even tighter to the earth. Man’s Strength and Freedom Is the Truth – irrespective of any 
supposed personal interests. 

 As far as we are usually able to see into the world of form my number one position 
seemed to have to do with my being the best performing pupil in the class in general. Yet, the 
world or perspective to which this number one position in the invisible hierarchy referred, 
was something of a world rooted in a deeper reality and beyond being the best performer, 
beyond the ordinary fact of having the brains that seemed to function best. 

I was, by the way, not the best pupil at every subject. In history the other guy passed 
me by a long shot. But for example in language, especially in geography – i was always very 
interested in or rather wholly absorbed by maps and i still have this attraction to maps, even 
of areas where i will never be – and most of all in arithmetic my performances were the best. I 
really loved sums. In arithmetic i was three books ahead of the crowd, or the platoon as i 
called it analogous to the world of cyclists. This was exemplary for my life, but i didn’t know 
that yet: being one or quite a few steps ahead and it would not be easy for people to follow me 
– if they had wanted this. Halfway through the last year of primary school, at the age of 
eleven, there existed no extra sum-books anymore for children who were ahead – i had 
finished them all – and i was given a mathematics book from secondary school. I didn’t like 
this. Suddenly i was forced to think more abstract or technically about a – math – problem, 
instead of being facilitated to easily and quickly make my sums, instead of simply heading for 
the 4th book ahead. 

The trouble already started with the very first question in the strange book. I didn’t 
understand it and went to our teacher, the head of the school. Looking at the problem – 
something with the three sides of a triangle – he didn’t say anything for a long while. I was 
just standing there for nothing. An increasing number of children stopped working and looked 
up to see what was going on. But the only thing that happened was that his nearly bald head 
grew redder and redder, and i felt a big tension. He was old enough to have never had any 
modern mathematics during his own education and eventually it became clear to me that he 
didn’t understand a jot of it. He didn’t admit this though but suddenly a big smile appeared on 
his face and he declared that for the rest of the year i was free to draw when the other children 
did arithmetic. I was angry with this ‘nice solution’. I was not drawn so much to drawing 
anyway but what was especially unfair was the fact that i wasn’t allowed to solve more sums. 
To even make matters worse, other children in the meantime would catch up with me more 
and more and my lead from the next pupil would diminish every day without me being in the 
position to defend myself. This concerned me somewhat, though towards the end of the year 
it turned out that the closest pursuer, a girl, couldn’t make it and that i would win by a 
decisive margin, even with a lost half year. 

 Also regarding gymnastics and especially sports it felt just natural to be among the 
best pupils and to often be the best. I had a lean and extremely flexible body, not bereft of 
muscles but not too abundantly provided with them either. My strong will to win made me 
run faster than i could on the mere basis of muscles. In the sport called ‘running on ice’ i 
easily won the first prize, despite the fact that the boys in my class yelled loudly to support 
my competitor on ice who was one of them, who socialized with them, who was more 
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comprehensible and easier to be identified with. Running in the mind went well as well. At 
writing essays i used to get away with the first prize. The prize was, for example, a book – 
even though i didn’t like reading at all. Some people put, unjustly, writing and reading in the 
same box, while writing is obviously something creative and reading not, which makes them 
worlds apart. Once or twice the miss of the first class – i was six years old – took me by her 
hand and we silently walked together to the department store where i could choose a present 
for my ‘essay’, whatever that might have been at that age. To her surprise i didn’t choose cars 
or cowboys or other stupidities but stamps. I had already started collecting stamps, just like 
my brother and father: whatever my father did and what was within my reach as a young kid, 
i wanted to do that too. Only, when i asked for a sip of the liquid that my father always drank 
in his chair and that he seemed to quite like – he called it whisky or something – i felt so 
terribly disgusted that i was immediately cured from ever liking any substance with a 
homeopathic amount of alcohol in it. My father was quite good at letting his children find out 
the truth by themselves. 

The madam asked me again if i really didn’t want something else. No. Stamps. If there 
were no interesting “Deutsches Reich” stamps available, i preferred Germany or British 
Commonwealth or otherwise any country: 100 India for example, 50 Poland or 25 Greece, 
dependent on the budget of the madam and if i saw enough stamps that i didn’t have yet 
through the plastic foil covering the stamps. I still remember her care, her softness and her 
hand and how peacefully i walked next to her back to school, in an atmosphere of warmth and 
safety and everything was good. I dare to say: we were one, walking there as we did. We 
weren’t walking, we were one. The scene and energy is deeply imprinted in me. She was a 
really nice woman and also an exception to my general dislike and avoidance of grown-ups. It 
goes without saying that our oneness didn’t have anything to do with me winning a prize, but, 
true, it created the opportunity of feeling this in an easier way. Being alone with the madam 
that way allowed our energies and our beings to quietly be embedded at a feeling level and 
become one, with no distractions of kids that, unlike me, (would have) demanded attention. 
Unfortunately miss van Offelen was there only for one year at school, my first class of 
primary school, before she ran off with a teacher of a higher class. The next year, with the 
second woman teacher, i dropped down from paradise into hell, analogous to what happened 
when i was thirty and finally began to discover the world of love and my big love had left me. 

All this, naturally performing the best in almost everything – except in fighting 
physically, although i could quite compensate the lack of abundant muscles with my fire 
inside when it was triggered and needed – was not even the main reason for my ‘status’ 
beyond the simple physical-social-energetic one. I was the least social boy, except for one tall 
boy. I was ‘strange’, viewed from others’, ‘normal’ boys’ perspective. I didn’t say a word to 
them, nor played with them, all of which should and normally would be enough reason for the 
‘normal’ boys to, good pupil or not, give me a sound and, in their eyes, deserving thrashing 
every now and then. But they didn’t. It was not me but, for instance and especially, my friend 
Benne who got attacked again and again. I felt incapable of defending him against groups of 
boys, villagers. Luckily this was hardly necessary. Benne had discovered an ingenious 
defence: falling down on his back immediately when the boys got too close and kicking 
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around from that position, easily and quickly turning the kick direction if, in case there were 
many attackers, he was attacked from different sides as often happened. 

The boys had a strange respect for my ‘strangeness’. It was not only that they knew 
they could not fight with me as they were used to – i would not fight back, i didn’t have the 
ego to feel offended or humiliated and thus it was not interesting. There was no self. They 
didn’t get it. There was no one to beat up. It was rather that i was somehow residing beyond 
the normal world of boy-fights and even in general beyond their relatively simple world, their 
world of forms. This was true in spite of the fact that i played quite a lot with forms as well. I 
seemed to be from another world. They didn’t know what to do with me, indeed. They didn’t 
have a native manual for how to deal with ‘something’ like me. 

Once, on my way home, i found myself suddenly in an area that for that moment was 
occupied by ‘the enemy’, boys of ‘the christian school’ – the ‘Koksen’, as we called them – 
and i was pulled off my bike, recognized to be part of ‘the public school’. But before they 
could beat me up – every now and then there were great battles between the two schools and 
that period happened to be one of them – one of their leaders, seeing what was about to 
happen, rushed towards us to save me: “No, not him” and he let me go. Some of the normal 
‘soldiers’, bereft of any form of overview or natural respect – not bothered by (unconscious 
contact with) the slightest consciousness, by a native respect for ‘the other world’ beyond the 
‘normal’ world of form – were more dangerous. Nevertheless, until my twentieth year i was 
protected by the gods, as an astrologist would say later. 

Whatever the Truth secretly says of the latter, the reality was that, even with the 
aggressive village children around i had a safe childhood, indeed. You anyhow always had to 
watch out with all those savages around, if they, especially in a group being truly dangerous, 
would not suddenly pop up from behind a corner or a side street. In general the autochthons, 
the original villagers, didn’t like the aliens or import as we were called, the ones not born in 
the village but coming form the city, like Amsterdam, as we. ‘Other’ and ‘new’ made them 
aggressive and want to protect their territory. Some things never change throughout history. 
When we went on holiday with the family to our favourite Dutch island Terschelling, the lads 
of the family that rented us their place for a few weeks threw stones at my brother and me and 
it caused a serious hole in my head. 

Still, as a whole, the boys of my class unconsciously ‘recognized’ my ‘status’, my 
classification as ‘number one’ in another, deeper, untouchable, at the time incomprehensible 
but nevertheless Real Sphere, in something that one might clumsily call the ranking of the 
Formless, in something that i radiated that could not be competed with because it was just so, 
it could not be changed, manipulated, fought, it could not be ‘taught a lesson’, as was possible 
in the normal world of form. In the energetic ranking, change appeared to be possible, indeed, 
since in the course of the years of primary school ‘i’ started climbing up that ‘ladder of 
manifestation’ somewhat. As i have said, the deeper ‘ranking’ – in the Heart, in formless 
Intelligence – was the case irrespective of doing the best performances in many things, in 
most subjects. In fact, there existed no real ranking in the Formless, in being Embedded in the 
Depth of Life, in having and keeping Contact with the Depth of life instead of being lost in 
the superficiality of forms, the latter of which including competition between boys. And 
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indeed, something got lost in a boy when he submitted to the world of forms, gross or subtle 
forms. You could feel it in and around him. There was not much left, but form, indeed, 
energy. This something, that somehow didn’t get lost in me, was what gave me my status, 
even though this status was something underground. Another, perhaps more comprehensible 
way of putting the same, is to say that my inner strength was indisputably the strongest of all 
boys, despite the fact that i was vulnerable at the same time. I didn’t need confirmation of 
other boys, or girls, for being myself – leaving aside for now what this ‘self’ was or is. A real 
inner strength has its roots in the Reality Beyond this world of form. 

More realistic than calling it ‘number one’, then, is to say that i was considered 
outside of any category. Beyond what appears in this world of form – wherein it can be 
simply acknowledged that someone has the best results, is apparently performing best in 
whatever task – my spiritual development or, at that age, let’s say spiritual being, my not yet 
manifested (but not unReal) Consciousness, was ‘respected’, even when in the world of form 
respect in general seemed often, most of the time, very far, also among kids. Of course, this 
hidden fact was never spoken about, and not just because we were too young to talk about 
such a thing as development or intelligence beyond the world of form, beyond the books of 
arithmetic. Who, even when grown up, truly Understands that the world is Ruled by Formless 
Intelligence instead of by energy, by form(s), by humans? Who, if this is only possible by 
completely Surrendering the self into the Inherently Selfless Intelligence? 

As i said, i was all right with position 12 or 13 out of 15 boys in what i later would 
call Woman’s world or perspective, the world of manifestation – just as i was all right with 
being ‘number one’ (or out of any category) in what i would come to call Man’s world. 
Everything was just as it was. Being somewhat aware of these different rankings in different 
worlds was an early preview or premonition of my later understanding of the Two, of Man 
and Woman. It would contribute to gaining an inner view of what Man Is and is not, a view 
very different from how most people see ‘man’ but what i don’t consider being Man at all. I 
See Man through and as Man’s Eye, Directly – not through Woman’s (form(ed)) earthly eye 
as people and in the first place men ‘themselves’ (who are not Themselves but have 
unconsciously become Woman) usually do without knowing it and thus in an inherently 
distorted and roundabout way. That’s why it is also possible for me to See how Woman sees 
‘man’, which is a deplorable belittling of Man – deplorable, if only for Herself, in the first 
place for Her Heart, but Her limited view of ‘man’ is also something that has big 
consequences for how things go in the world. 

In fact, i didn’t have in mind to write much about this ‘competition’ that i felt in me, at 
least not in the beginning of my autobiography. It’s true that, as the second son, i ‘had to’ 
compete with my older brother – and not without success – but competition was not the 
central theme of my childhood, even though certainly not a negligible or unimportant part 
either. Starting writing especially about competition, i might create a false impression and be 
easily associated with especially this, with ‘competition’ – possibly done so in a half 
conscious (or judgmental) view of what competition is about. Anyhow, it doesn’t give a right 
impression of who or how i was when i was a child, generally being rather sweet, dedicated, 
creative, taking initiative, easily enjoying myself without needing others for this, and 
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seemingly timid. The latter had rather to do with the fact that in the ‘normal’ world there was 
not much space for expression of ‘myself’, of the Heart. If there was no potential reception, if 
there was an invisible and suffocating wall, how then can one speak? I had to adjust to this 
world of form. 

Still regarding ‘competition’, it’s rather that i was (and am) more conscious of nature: 
the hierarchy of boys was one of the first hidden phenomena in the world of form that i 
became aware of since i had entered it. Paradoxically or not, as with everything, when one is 
Conscious of nature – of ‘competition’, in this case – one can, in principle, be Free beyond it, 
one doesn’t need to merely be a slave of it. But it’s not for nothing that this subject flops out: 
‘Man and Woman’ is the basis of this book, of my life and life work. There exist no ‘Man and 
Woman’ without competition, not if we are humble enough to not deny or belittle the earthly 
reality. So, it’s not for nothing that at the age of six or seven ‘competition’ was one of the 
very first things in my life i became aware of as part of the not clearly visible earthly reality. 

Mentioning ‘competition’ (in the broadest sense of the word, and not in the first place 
as a personal characteristic), competition as part of expressing a strong will power, something 
‘i’ have always had, functions also as part of offering a background or introduction for the 
Urge through (or as) ‘me’ to enter Life as Deeply as possible, to go to the very end of ‘my’ 
potential as a human being. ‘Competition’, in this light, must not just be seen in the narrow 
sense of competition with others, with persons, not with trying to be better than others for its 
own sake or, later, to get (the best) women, but, in the end, (as a preparation) for sharpening 
the Sword to, on an Earthly level though as Heart, be Able to cut as deeply as needed through 
the Fog of Unconsciousness, to be Able to Properly Fight, Fight as the One Heart in the 
aggressive world of Duality, to Be(come) Man and Survive the Forces on Earth That 
Inherently Kill Man’s Heart if He is not Strong Enough, if He is not trained and Intelligent 
enough for this. 

Although being human i’m not insensitive to it, in the End i am not interested in the 
seemingly best examples of women, whoever or whatever that may be: i was destined to 
Marry Woman Herself, to Let Her Return to My Heart. This was My Nature, My Nature as 
Man. Not bathing yet in Consciousness, the boy nevertheless prepared himself, and 
competition was something that served him well in this respect. Competition has its own 
beauty, by the way, when, after having given it all, someone Bows for a Stronger or Deeper 
Force. Being humble in that way can increase the extent or depth with which that Force will 
live in you on an Earthly level. 

In this world of form i was not attracted to girls at all as child. Sexual nature didn’t 
bug me too soon. However, there was one girl that somehow, beyond my conscious 
acknowledgement of it, i quite liked. Brigitte. She was exactly five years younger than me, a 
lot at that age, being ten, eleven, twelve. But, it goes without saying, hearts don’t understand 
age. I always felt at home with her around instead of the usual somewhat ‘strange 
atmosphere’ when a girl was for whatever reason in my vicinity. She was one of the two 
daughters of the life-long friend of my parents called Brick, also a father who gave a free 
upbringing to his two children. Brick had had a relationship with my mother before my father, 
his friend, took over. From the moment Brick and my father met they knew they were friends 
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for life, so the taking over didn’t lead to a rupture between them, even though it had certainly 
added to a life long and half repressed jealousy at my father and, later and as part of this, also 
at me. Unlike other girls Brigitte was not ‘girlish’, she was not so afraid. She was not timid or 
withdrawn either, not so blocked, not so reserved, not waiting, not afraid to get dirty and, 
generally speaking, she didn’t giggle or speak with that typical girlish high pitched voice, the 
latter being something that somehow didn’t really tune with me being so finely strung. 

Brigitte on the contrary was adventurous, took initiative, was creative, full of energy; 
she loved animals like i did, saved ladybugs who had somehow fallen in the water. Her 
mother joked a couple of times that Brigitte and i would get married later. Well, joked? 
Somewhere within she hoped it, recognizing not only some naturalness in our being together, 
but also, as she ‘confessed’ much later, always becoming happy herself whenever she saw 
me. The latter surely added to the fact that i could quite easily bear it to be in her presence, 
although, as i said, generally i didn’t like it to be among grown-ups. It was similar to later 
when meeting the heaviness of the earth that settles itself in ‘the earthly (type of) woman’: 
this is easiest bearable for a man if and when the woman is open for him, something that plays 
a role in his Descent to Earth. 

Whatever her qualities, and Brigitte was indeed full of potential to become a beautiful 
woman in many if not all aspects, our hearts fitted together, naturally, without fuss. That we 
were born as different genders wouldn’t add or subtract anything to or from that simple fact. 
I’m still fond of her, almost forty years later. Pure love is not weathered by time nor by any 
event or form of decay or change in the world of form. In a way, in that sense, she should be 
with me, with this man, still, or after all. Although in the world of form we went different 
paths, this big Love for her – and, more hidden as it seems, hers for me – is still the same. 
That we are unfaithful to this nature convicting us to be with each other has got to do with 
Deeper Forces that Want to Manifest through us, at least through me. There is a Deeper 
Nature Beyond nature, even beyond heart-nature. Living My Nature, i’m not attached to 
nature nor against it. 

The fact that the girls’ world seemed another to mine, that it seemed so endlessly far 
away, didn’t mean at all that i would be or have been insensitive to it. Nothing is less true. I 
remember once the boys of our class – the 6th and highest at primary school – were playing 
football on the field behind the school. The girls were ‘just’ watching. This was strange, to 
begin with. Usually the girls had to learn knitting and embroidering when the boys played 
football, but now, on that fine day, they had off and were standing there in one big cloud of 
eighteen girls or so and doing nothing. Somehow there seemed to be some kind of an impulse 
in me, in this young male body, to impress the girls, certain girls in fact, to show them i was a 
good football player, or even the best, which was indeed so but i had to show that to the girls. 
There were three new or relatively new girls in the class and all three had, not clearly 
recognized, my attention, even when i didn’t specifically look at them, when i was not really 
busy with them, even so when they – being girls after all – were from another world. The new 
girls came from far away and somehow this was more interesting than the dead-boring girls i 
had known all those years already, girls i had seen every day. At first sight, when they were 
introduced in the class as a new pupil, something happened in me – or shall i say in my body: 
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in the end there turned out to be no distinction – something that was still far away from 
consciousness and yet not totally different either. Looking back, something was in a process 
of being born or awakened in the Dark. 

Should i say ‘consciousness’ was born, born on earth in a human body, or that a first 
step was being made to becoming conscious of self? Becoming conscious of another, of the 
Other, the Other Sex, made me become conscious of self and, therefore, in general, conscious 
– which, in the end, meant becoming conscious of Consciousness. Because an ‘other’ existed 
i must exist. There existed an ‘other’ that somehow, one way or another and unexplainable or 
not, belonged to Me. The cramp of (an) ‘other’ came into existence, into consciousness in 
fact. Becoming conscious of this (at first seemingly subtle) cramp was becoming conscious. 
Without cramp, without separation, there can be no consciousness of Consciousness. These 
‘thoughts’ – at first in a rudimentary form – or vague feelings were far from clear at the time, 
but they were certainly there. Reality (principally or even totally lived) in Unconsciousness is 
the Same as Reality in Consciousness. 

Of course i didn’t get it and i was not so much busy with it as a kid, it seemed, since i 
had my games to play, to go to school and other normal daily things to live – but the seeds of 
becoming Conscious were sown there, even though a long time was needed still – twenty 
years – to make the plant start growing above the ground, in the Light. How for god’s sake 
could something – or someone, if you like – that belongs to me be in another body – or even 
bodies. Why does that body walk away from me – again and again? Every time i see it and 
recognize it, it disappears again sooner or later. It was not to my self that her body – or She – 
belonged. It was to Me. It was not about me, it was something Bigger, and not at all 
something possessive. I was not and – despite the fact that in the first part of my thirties, 
when the association with Woman on an earthly level got a very big boost, i had to go more 
into the self finally – would never manage to become truly self-obsessed, as i saw later (and, 
partly, half-consciously, then already) self-obsession so much or almost everywhere around 
me. 

Especially one of the three new girls, Wendy, did something to me, albeit, again, this 
happened for the greater part in unconsciousness, although certainly not totally. I had just 
become ten when she was introduced to our 5th class. I saw her soft smile, her broad, 
pronounced yet delicate lips, her whole softness of body and something vulnerable. I cursed 
the most terrible boy of our class who was always showing off, Lullo, who immediately made 
fun of her with a loud voice, with the typical nasty voice of a boy or man who is trying to be 
funny at the expense of someone else. The whole class had to – ‘had to’, indeed, like slaves -
laugh from his quick-witted remark: Lullo pretended to have heard “Dracula” when the 
teacher mentioned her name that sounded only distantly similar. The whole class except me. 
To me it made no difference whether his shout was funny or not. I just couldn’t understand 
how and why people could laugh when being shown and confronted with something so 
beautiful and vulnerable. What a terrible crime. 

I had to live two radically different feelings at the same time: awe or let’s say divine 
admiration, a silent purity that was beyond everything, and, simultaneously, anger and 
repulsion of the awful guy who, even immediately when being confronted with it, defiles or 
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tries to defile this purity, such a beautiful and innocent creature. It was also shocking that 
everybody joined him in his dirt, just like that. Sometimes, as in that moment, it was as if 
everybody was just waiting for the moment that someone presented a bucket full of dirt to, all 
together, dive in it as soon as possible. Now Wendy, to be accepted and be supposedly loved 
by the group, by the others, had to join in the dirt, as it is with most people who enter ‘social 
life’. The one with the biggest mouth, often carrying the darkest dirt, determined what the 
‘social’ standard would be – not someone with some Heart. Wendy, standing there in front, 
next to the teacher, smiled when she was being ridiculed and laughed at. 

I never liked it anyway when a kid was ridiculed, by another kid or by the teacher. It 
happened quite often but i always stubbornly refused to laugh. In the classroom when the 
teacher made a funny remark about a pupil and the whole class was roaring with laughter i 
seemed to be the only one who didn’t join. I felt ‘too One’ with the pupil even if i didn’t 
really like him or her. Only much later, having entered the Dark deeply enough myself, did i 
start to understand ‘ridiculing’ and i caught up more and more – whether on my own or with a 
female partner for instance. Yet, also then, ridiculing someone in public in order to get the 
audience with you remained something i really didn’t like – unless the ego of that person was 
involved and needed a thrashing. The latter addition made the field of play of ridiculing quite 
broad, i must say. To me anyhow it made a big difference if someone vulnerably showed 
something ‘of’ him or herself or, on the other hand, if a hiding ego was asking for a mirror 
sooner or later, by means of ridiculing or otherwise. In general, also when i caught up, i 
considered it rather a ridiculing of ‘forms’ coming through someone instead of ridiculing that 
person him or herself. 

Or should i say ‘recalled’ ridiculing instead of ‘did start to understand’ it? I say this 
because i had done it myself once when i was young – apparently ridiculing someone, my 
sister – and my mother had been so very angry at me that since then ridiculing was simply 
wrong. That i think i didn’t intend to ridicule my sister but rather to tell a funny story in 
which she happened to play a role, didn’t make my crime less. The big loudness of the 
laughter of the kids in our street – which i hadn’t expected, since telling funny stories was not 
my thing – determined the severity of the crime. My mother’s big anger played a role here in 
saving me from possibly getting (too much) into group energies – which are highly 
contagious – and in general from possibly letting myself be influenced by what ‘the many’ 
seemed to think or feel or like or want. My parents represented ‘the One’ for me. ‘The many’ 
could not match this ‘One’ in the slightest way. No kids’ laughter, praise, admiration or 
energy could be a substitute for ‘the One’. 

When my mother had sent me upstairs to my bedroom as a light form of punishment i 
felt terrible lying on my bed. It was the first conscious experience of separation from ‘the 
Mother’. Nine years old i tried to understand the, in my feeling really exaggerated, extent of 
her anger – fury – in relation to my crime but especially to the separation that followed and 
that i didn’t get. How could an act – even though an apparently nasty one – cause such a 
separation between us? How could the One be divided into two? Why didn’t she come 
upstairs to talk about the matter and be softer? She didn’t show up, indeed. It was me who 
eventually after many hours had to go down to see if the coast was clear again. It was well 
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possible – and even probable – that the event had triggered some pain of her past in herself 
when she was ridiculed herself, for instance by her brother, her hero, who always came to her 
with the tear tray when my mother had to cry again from whatever. But at that age i didn’t 
think about her own, hidden, pain. 
 

Back to the football-match. I said there seemed to be some impulse in me to show my 
qualities as the girls were watching along the line. This impulse or urge was not strong yet. 
There seemed to be some vague feeling in my body and in the background a slight awareness 
of girls watching. I looked once quickly at the girls crowd but couldn’t distinguish them 
quickly; i didn’t know if my favourite types, Wendy and Kala, were there too. Until the 
moment i suddenly, like in a dream but it was not a dream, heard my name being called out 
over the field, just when the ball was at my foot: “Maarten, Maarten, Maarten, come on 
Maarten, shoot it in the goal.” It was Wendy’s voice – and Kala’s. I was sure, sensitive as i 
already was to sounds and energies. Gee, what a boost of energy i got from that. Immediately 
my whole body was filled with the proper tension needed to reach and hit the goal. I ran like a 
madman over the field, the girls calling my name. And indeed i got the goal, whether it was 
that very moment or a little later with the same boost of energy, i don’t remember. The girls 
shouted for joy. I didn’t know what to do at all with girls, but i had done my job and that gave 
me a certain satisfaction. 

Woman decided which man – and team – should win and so it happened. Woman not 
only influenced the game, but decided it. Which kind of man is allowed and rules here on 
earth depends on Woman. She gives the earthly energy to a (certain type of) man, so that this 
man can do here on earth what She likes or wants or needs. I didn’t know these things at all 
yet. Nonetheless, already something of this deeper truth manifested there on that field on that 
very sunny Friday afternoon: me, as man, being a reflection of woman’s call. I, Man, need to 
be Called by Woman, or else nothing happens: i would have stayed safely in Man’s free non-
problematic or uncomplicated state. Not before i was thirty it, finally, really got (in)to me, 
Woman’s Call, on a Whole-Bodily level now– and i started to Understand it in the course of 
later years. 

In that same period, the same summer, we had our annual school journey, for the end 
of the 5th class that would soon be there. One of the nicest things about school journeys were 
the currant buns i got from home for the journey. I loved them like crazy. How delicious they 
were. Without butter on them of course. I disliked butter or margarine very much. In general i 
didn’t like fat. Nor sweets, unlike other children. Hearty food was what i liked. I spread the 
consumption of my currant buns over the whole day, so that instead of eating them all at once 
i could at many occasions, especially during the long bus-travel, enjoy the taste of currant 
buns in my mouth and the feeling afterwards. Already as a young kid i could be and was very 
economical with things. I never needed to have something now by any means, if i needed to 
have something at all, any form. I just waited for what came to me and was satisfied with that. 
Or i saved money of my pocket money to be able to buy something bigger later on, something 
expensive, especially – but, in fact, at that time, only – stamps, expensive old stamps of 
Germany of the Second World War or from earlier, just like my father had collected the same. 
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Many hundred of guilders were spent on stamps. Even when being so very fond of currant 
buns i was not the kind of kid who would whine over and over – nor ask in a normal way – to 
get more currant buns. Not even once. I waited till things would come, by themselves – even 
though my mother gave me a hand. The currant buns came once a year on school journey. All 
the greater they were then. And they came almost unexpected, as if i had already forgotten 
about them. Also, you could not be sure if this year again they would be included in the food-
package of that day. 

That sunny day in June we went with a big bus two hundred kilometres southwards to 
a special kind of swimming pool, a wave pool in fact. It made big waves, other than i was 
used to in the North Sea, more regular, but anyway big, bigger even. It was crowded in the 
pool when the wave machine was on. Too crowded for me, so i went to the playground, rather 
to avoid the crowd than from a drive to amuse myself. When everyone was gone, as the wave 
machine had stopped for the moment, i went swimming, by myself or with Benne who, in 
passing, may have saved my life when the waves had been put on unexpectedly and i, not 
being a water dog, couldn’t reach the side any more and disappeared under water: only his 
stretched out hand i could still reach fortunately. 

One time, i thought i was alone in the swimming pool but suddenly, out of the blue, 
Wendy was swimming not far away from me. Wendy! In her purple swimming suit, fitting 
her body perfectly. How was this possible. Where did she come from. I always assumed i had 
a good overview over situations, who was where, who came, who left. As i said, i knew every 
birthday of every child of my primary school. But suddenly there was Wendy swimming next 
to me. It was not only that she loved swimming and she was the best swimmer in our class, 
indeed. No, she must have seen it that i was swimming alone and wanted to swim with me. I 
could not help being aware of this. 

At the same moment that i discovered Wendy the wave machine started to work. We 
both caught hold of the line and let our bodies be nicely tossed next to each other, although 
not too close; there remained a certain distance between us. How gorgeously were we both 
together and just us in the pool: floating on the huge waves. Suddenly we were the king and 
the queen of the class. I do not mean this in a way that is referring to myself, not in relation to 
the other children therefore. It was just naturally so; it was obvious to us and to anyone who 
had eyes. Well, i was anyway not busy at all with others, just with her, with Wendy. If a girl 
and a boy really liked or loved each other, they were king and queen when they were together, 
when there was space for this and this love was allowed. It felt like we were two butterflies, 
water butterflies – not moved by the wind but by the water, becoming one with it. The water 
brought Wendy and me together and we had to become it, to dissolve in it to pay back our 
gratitude. Somewhere in this bliss, and tragically or not, i felt some pressure to have to bridge 
the distance, however. I felt somewhere i was supposed to do something, to say something, to 
show my being pleased with her swimming next to me, to perhaps even touch her body. I 
wouldn’t know anything to say at all, i had no idea how to touch her body if this was 
demanded of me. I had seen sometimes how frogs, with the same kind of legs as we, just 
jumped upon each other. But i didn’t feel enough froggy somehow. 
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And when we finally left the pool, not saying one single word to each other as if to 
affirm our free secret bond, i had divided feelings. What a glory to have been together with 
Wendy and what a way to be unified. Our connection if not communion was obvious… to 
me… But was it also to her? Were we ‘together’ now? I somehow felt that this was not the 
case. One way or another i felt her disappointment… in me. I had failed at something. But i 
couldn’t get it clear in my mind. What for god’s sake could or should have been added to the 
love that we felt in this togetherness. What form could i have possibly shown, have done or 
have said that would or could have made our love more love than it already was? I didn’t get 
it. And yet, right through the victory of love being clear, there was this uneasiness, this 
feeling of lack, of failing. How could i be happy with our love when Wendy was not happy, 
was not convinced of it, when she needed proof in whatever way, in whatever form, when she 
needed form, a confirmation in her world that i didn’t understand. Oh how very far away from 
me was the world of form. Why was Love not enough – as it was for me? Why was there still 
this feeling that more should happen? Why couldn’t we merely enjoy our connection? Why 
should something happen on top of that, something that could only diminish or veil or even 
destroy that very same love? 

The whole scene with Wendy in the pool made a big impression on me. Her soft body 
– or maybe something it carried or hid inside or around it – was regularly floating through me 
afterwards. But, not knowing what to do with a girl, with her body, in general with Woman, 
nor with big impressions, i had to return to playing games. In our street it sometimes 
happened that a girl participated in our games, especially one girl from the house opposite 
ours. Mostly i didn’t like her influence on the games we played. She sometimes managed to – 
by changing the rules – pull them in a direction that was not mine somehow. They became too 
‘soft’ or something, too girlish. It was as if i lost my energy then, my spirit, my ‘drive’, when 
i was playing them under her conditions. I lost my ‘male force’, as i would call it much later. I 
felt weak, a sandbag almost, with not much life-force left. I always had a very strong will 
power in everything i did. But if i was not really behind something, not 100% agreed on 
something, i turned into a poor shadow of myself. And especially that girl across the street, 
Nona, managed to get me in that somewhat deplorable state – sometimes, not always, but still. 
I didn’t get it why she had to interfere with our games. I – and my brother – had in principle a 
good overview regarding how the games could be played in the best way. The boys didn’t 
object. But she somehow had this drive to change things that were not in need of change, to 
pull the games to herself so they became, in a way, hers. Nevertheless, it was alright and not a 
problem when a girl, Nona or whoever, joined our games and sports – like the “olympic 
games” – in the street and on the football field around the corner. 

At school, however, i didn’t like games at all that were played by and meant for both 
boys and girls together and that virtually the whole class joined. There was somehow a nasty 
dirty atmosphere around them. I was the only boy who never participated in the back-to-back 
game. Well, i even walked away immediately when the game was loudly announced by the 
boys- and girls-leaders. A boy had to stand with his back against the back of one of the girls, 
so that their buttocks touched. Their arms intertwined they had to press so that a fart would 
come out and if so then everyone cheered. I was completely disgusted with the game, 
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although i didn’t know exactly with what. Anyway it rather had to do with something dark in 
the meeting of the bodies of the boys and of the girls – especially with those sneaky mean 
cramped and not free, somewhat aggressive laughs (of boys primarily) before and during the 
game – than with the farts themselves, although the combination of these two made the whole 
scene even worse. 

There were more games played by both girls and boys, especially during the last two 
classes of primary school, the 5th and 6th class, although generally also during that period boys 
and girls played separate from each other. With none of these boy-girl games i felt 
comfortable and i didn’t join. I didn’t have the need to be part of ‘the group’ like other 
children seemed to have, so this was no problem. There was, for me very obviously, a cramp 
in the ‘games’ – i didn’t consider them ‘games’ as games should be – a cramp that i didn’t 
feel with one-gender games, a cramp of unSeen (and therefore defiling) dirt, as i could call it 
now. Girls started making their usual, but to me not normal, unpleasant or even painful 
giggling sounds and also boys were overrun by a sneaky kind of mean enthusiasm that i 
didn’t like at all. 

There was one exception, one game of boys and girls that i sometimes joined. It was 
called “boys catch girls” – or sometimes the other way round: “girls catch boys”. The good 
thing about this game was that you could run – i loved running. You had to run after some 
target that was running away and you had to be quicker and more dexterous than the other. 
That the goal was a girl in this case was not unequivocally nice – and a cause of discomfort – 
but i committed myself nevertheless to play the game. And somehow… i even liked it, 
running after a girl – well, only after the three new girls, in fact – and to catch them. The 
running itself was great but the problem always started soon, once i caught a girl. As i was the 
best runner of the class i, of course, easily caught the girls. And then i stood there, helpless. 
The energy, my strong goal directedness, shrunk from one moment to the other into stupid 
nothingness, not knowing at all any more what to do, what to say. Should i do something with 
the girl? I liked the short touch of her body but of course i had to let go. We couldn’t just go 
on touching, that would be strange and everybody would see it. Then I’d be ridiculed and, 
probably, teased a lot the coming time. There were no rules or guidelines for the game saying 
what to do with the girl once you caught her. I felt totally clumsy, empty, without goal or 
direction once i caught a girl, not with the catching itself but with the unclear situation 
immediately afterwards. In regard to most of the girls the problem was in fact not so big, as i 
wanted anyhow to get rid of them as soon as possible after i had caught them. That i didn’t 
run only after the three nice girls had to do with my, in a way, silly – but in another way not 
silly – sense of fairness. I found it pitiful for all the other girls if no boy would want to catch 
them and i sort of sacrificed my own seemingly personal will to include all the girls, also the 
obviously stupid girls. But, as i have said, when i was allowed by justice to go after one of 
‘my’ girls and one of them was caught by me, i stood there. Paralyzed, devoid of any impulse. 

Maybe once i stood there too long that way. Anyway for a few days i was being teased 
by Anton Resel with his big mouth, even by my own friend Benne and by some other boys as 
well for being in love with Kala. Somehow, because of their terrible laughs about this 
supposed fact – or sin – i found this an awful accusation and in order to get rid of the problem 
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i might have denied it in a way, trying to change the subject, but i can’t remember exactly 
how i reacted. Usually silence was my answer, to accusations or to whatever nonsense. At 
least my body took over the cramp of the laughers. There was no space at all in all this cramp 
around boys and girls to just quietly say that i indeed liked her to whatever extent. God, why 
did things have to go this way? Why could nature not just simply be respected – without 
having to respect it on purpose, but just like that? Why were things being made ridiculous? 
Why did children always laugh at one another? Why not laugh over Laurel and Hardy? What 
a mad world had i entered. Yet, after the accusation i had to think of Kala still a few times. I 
didn’t arrive at any conclusion about anything though, not even knowing what to think about 
let alone conclude. It seemed i started to like her more afterwards instead of less. Strange. 

The game “girls catch boys” was even more dissatisfactory than “boys catch girls”. 
No girl could ever catch me, i was just too fast. So in the end i cheated a few times by faking 
that i couldn’t stay out from their arms any more. The girls’ touch somehow didn’t outweigh 
the nasty feeling of having cheated, of unfairness. 

Even more dangerous than the ‘official’ boys-girls games were the meetings of both 
boys and girls when there was no game involved. No game: then what was the point of 
meeting with girls? The meetings with a sphere of secrecy around them took place behind the 
older school building on the roof of the cycle shed. It was not totally without danger to climb 
on it, which only gave the meeting more of a dim atmosphere. I only once attended such a 
meeting after some light pressure of others to also join finally, being reassured it was great to 
be at these secret shed-meetings. I must have partly blanked out there in a sense, since i 
couldn’t really see what was actually happening in the centre of activity of the tangle of 
bodies of boys and girls. What i learned there at least and often used later on in my life is 
sneaking out from somewhere without anyone noticing it. In company people didn’t miss me 
anyway, but they didn’t even notice i left. How i do it is not easy to explain, i sort of act as if 
i’m all right with and even relaxed in whatever situation we’re in, whatever would be going 
on and i see to it that in a seemingly natural way and in steps i move into the direction of the 
exit. I make myself invisible, unnoticeable. And then suddenly i am gone, i have left the 
situation without signalling to the others the intention of leaving. My spirit had already gone 
and my body follows unnoticeably. It is as if it can come back any moment after a pee or 
whatever, but it never shows up any more. And once at a safe distance i can breathe again and 
come back to life again. In this case i ran and ran and ran just until i couldn’t smell or breathe 
the nastiness any more and i was nearing home, the haven where these kind of mean 
sniggering meetings didn’t exist. So i can’t tell what the boys and girls did there for i was not 
ready to see all i would have to see anyway sooner or later. But the dirty atmosphere repulsed 
me so much that since then i avoided as much as possible the foul shed and certainly its secret 
filthy Friday late afternoon meetings. 

At the end of primary school we had the traditional school journey to Amsterdam that 
lasted a week and was meant as a present and farewell to the children who would leave the 
school now for good. Also there this unclear fuss of boys and girls took on a form that was 
hard to bear or understand. Fortunately the mess happened mainly in the back of the bus and i 
was mostly sitting somewhere halfway. But the holding of hands of some boys and girls that i 
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saw – even Wendy participated – was already enough to make me feel strange and evoke my 
wish that it would stop. There was a certain undefined painfulness in it that seemed to be 
unnoticed by anyone, except by me. It was not that i was against a boy and a girl being 
together, to whatever grade of intimacy. But somehow their bodily closeness was based on 
something i could not digest. Later it would not be difficult to discern that love was not 
happening. The whole thing was based on hormones that had started making their existence 
clear. None of the ‘couples’ of girls and boys were destined to be together, they were not 
beautiful together. They did not fit. They didn’t shine anything into the world other than flesh, 
something that lifted them up and made their environment speechless. Their ‘lover’ was just 
an extension of themselves, not something transforming and going beyond their young selves. 
There was no serious silence surrounding the couples, they had almost the same big mouth 
with or without holding hands. The boys could not fill the girls with themselves, since they 
were empty themselves. 

The head of the school, our teacher for that last year, went red in the face again. He 
had other worries and eventually he could no longer bear them. He walked to the back of the 
bus in his typical, unique manner – how remarkable that a way of walking, and certainly his, 
is unique among millions of people. And he forbade the continuation of bodily closeness 
between girls and boys. He used his body to implement the new rule and personally, with 
some force, separated the boys and the girls who were sticky. He said it was enough. But it 
was just the beginning of the whole drama. The hormones wouldn’t go to sleep any more the 
coming decennia. 

It was all not the end of the world of course. I was young. And the currant buns alone 
that i ate on the way back and also the ‘coconut bread’ i had discovered – coconut would be a 
life-long love – compensated for the discomfort aroused by the prolonged touching of boys 
and girls other than the short unavoidable touch at “boys catch girls”. 

In the long summer that followed – in between primary and secondary school – i 
remember playing with Anton and Benne and two girls of our class in big concrete round 
sewage pipes that were lying criss-cross where some building in the past had been pulled 
down. Half of the walls in a few rooms were still erect as well as some old furniture. It was 
called the “soos”. It was a place for young adults, i learned much later, to ‘hang out’. Anne 
and Benne used the word as if they knew exactly what it meant. I didn’t like the atmosphere, 
again something nastily mysterious and dirty hung out there, something invisible, 
ungraspable, and yet present and defiling the innocent freedom that we felt as children – or 
what seemed to be freedom and innocence. The pipes however were okay and nice to run 
through. Sometimes we put our head through one of the holes in their ceiling and it was funny 
if at that same moment someone else put his head through another hole. What i did not like 
though was that the two girls were invited as well. Due to a sort of mean enthusiasm that 
came over Anton and Benne i seemed to lose them or, if you like, i got lost somewhere. I 
couldn’t and didn’t even want to catch up with them, with their sudden strange attitude and 
behaviour and laughs full of something that was obviously not nice but nasty. Why did they 
invite the girls, why must they spoil our game? We – or i – still tried to enjoy the game but a 
dark cloud hung over us and didn’t let go. And i was the only one troubled by it, it seemed. 
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The other four kept on laughing and giggling. All of a sudden, in all this running through the 
pipes and to my very shock, i bumped into all four of them together. Somehow they had 
found each other and they clung together. In spite of their enthusiasm the atmosphere was 
heavy. They were bodily close and talked about “kapokjes” that they had found in the soos. 
Again i had this awful feeling in me. There was some impulse in me to ask what it was, these 
“kapokjes”, but before i could ask they gave me the feeling that it would be the most stupid 
thing on earth to not know what “kapokjes” were. They laughed meanly and when the girls 
and boys touched each other i ran away in what i can only describe as a half-coma state. My 
body still functioned though, my legs could still run and carry me away away from there, 
right through all the concrete. But i, who or whatever that was, was in coma. I couldn’t 
breathe and while running flashes of what I’d seen rushed in panic through me, although i 
forgot them at the same time somehow. When, exhausted, i reached home finally i went 
straight up to my room and the “kapokjes” were still bugging me. I wanted to get rid of them 
and at the same time know what they meant. 

Only much much later, in my twenties, i understood it must have been condoms. It 
was not “kapokjes” but “kapotjes”. When i had found out about the wrong letter finally, i first 
struggled a long time with wondering what for god’s sake a “kapotje” was – ‘kapot’ is Dutch 
for ‘broken’. As a kid you were supposed to know everything already about the ‘strange nasty 
atmosphere’, not to ask questions about it. Somewhere in me i felt this world of ‘kapotjes’ 
and boys and girls touching and even kissing each other and their mean laughs and giggling 
was somehow threatening, dark, unwanted, sickening, something to stay away from, 
something with the potential to destroy the ‘good world’. But it was not threatening to me 
personally. I felt totally safe with my parents being around, who were at least always present 
somewhere at the background. 

Of course, this feeling of safety was not realistic. Our own family barely escaped a 
severe car accident – Bricks family, at another occasion, did not. Brigitte’s mother, Bonny, 
lost control over the car when she passed a truck. A mean gust of wind blew their car under 
the truck. Bodies lying everywhere, bleeding. Only Brick himself hadn’t been catapulted out 
of the car and was still sitting in the passenger’s seat. Luckily his wife, although bleeding all 
over, could still walk and when she reached the car she saw her man sitting there, doing 
nothing while his children lay scattered over the place. She got so furious at him and gave 
him a big scolding: “Look! There he is sitting again! Doing nothing! As if nothing happened! 
Can you believe it!?” And whatever she screamed in addition. From the beginning up to then 
this was exactly her complaint about their marriage, that he was not present. If push came to 
stove, he failed to turn up. She continued shouting at Brick, all her marriage frustration 
coming out in this car accident. 

The whole scene wasn’t a bad preview of a few of the ingredients of the eternal sticky 
Drama of Man and Woman that also i had to enter later: woman complaining about man’s 
lack of presence – and there is something to this – and woman herself being blind. For Bonny, 
when she kept shouting at her man, and being busy with her own drama of frustration, hadn’t 
seen that Brick had lost consciousness. From the blow he was unconscious – albeit alive, as it 
turned out later. He was, however, sitting in exactly the same erect position in his chair as 
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before the crash, and so Bonny assumed that he was just lazy again, without any initiative, 
even at such a dramatic event. But also this seems exemplary. Whatever woman shouts at 
man, or does otherwise to make him see or change himself in the direction Woman would 
like, nothing seems to reach him. Man has stopped trying to listen, for Woman’s Drama never 
seems to end and he seems unable to solve it. 

 
As i lived in a village, for a higher form of secondary education after primary school i 

had to go to a town called Assen 10 km from where i lived. The seven best pupils of our class 
– ‘best’ in the sense of getting the highest grades – went there every day by bike, five girls, 
me and another boy, the history expert. Wendy was one of the girls. But i can’t say i was busy 
with her, nor with any of the other girls of our new class. Neither the fact that i had got this 
big if not huge impulse to beat the other boys in football-ability and to, whatever it took, get a 
goal for Wendy, Kala and Cynthia, not to disappoint them or to prove to be worthy of their 
possible love for or interest in me, nor the fact that when Wendy came to our class for the first 
time something inside me seemed to have been secretly touched by her overall beauty, 
softness and in general otherness – other than me, than my world – meant that i had been busy 
with them during the period of my old school. And now, at 12 years old, i was not busy with 
girls either. It was still another world. The sums, but also my already big stamp collection, the 
games with the animals, playing football and other sports and playing in nature, collecting 
and reading comic books, our two cats, all this had been or still was, unlike ‘girl’, interesting. 

 It is true, the fact that Wendy let herself be touched by a boy, a normal ‘empty’ boy 
devoid of spirit, during the school trip and outside school hours, and possibly even played a 
part herself in holdings hands and whatever i didn’t know, was quite a strain on my subtle 
unconscious attraction to her. Also this was something i was not so conscious of at the time, 
but, again, this didn’t mean that its influence on me didn’t exist. Although i tried to avoid – 
and succeeded in avoiding – the scene of ‘boys and girls’ something in me already registered 
how the scene worked. It registered where the body of a girl went to even if her heart was 
somewhere else, how the form escaped from its deeper Source. 

Despite the fact that i didn’t get high marks for every subject they were altogether 
amply sufficient to, after the selection-year, go to the highest form of education, athenaeum 
(which was gymnasium without Greek and Latin). I didn’t expect otherwise. Only for music i, 
the only one in the entire class, got a failing grade – simply because i once hadn’t learned a 
particular lesson. The irony is – and it says something about the factory-like character of our 
school of 1500 children and in general about the school system – that later i became a 
musician-singer-composer. 

There’s not much to say about girls in that year – Wendy eventually went ‘back’ to the 
small Mavo-school in Vries that provided basic secondary education. There’s not much to say 
except for that one time when i was reading a comic on the couch of the Brick who just 
recently came to live with his family three houses down from our house. Let’s say it was 
inspired by the spirit of the seventies: four families, with ours, decided to live next to each 
other in newly built houses in a new district of the village, the houses designed by one of the 
four men, an architect. The atmosphere was so free that i of all people sometimes walked to 
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another house to stay there a while, especially Brick’s house. That day i lay in a relaxed way 
on Brick’s couch when suddenly Brigitte, seven years old then, came lying on my back. Well, 
lying, that was only in the beginning of the event. Very soon she started to make wild 
movements with her body as if some Force had taken her over. It was still Brigitte and also 
not. I was still trying to read my comics as if nothing was going on, nothing strange at least, 
but i could not not feel her body that was so very busy with and on top of mine. Brick worked 
in his open kitchen some four metres further. Although he couldn’t see us directly i got 
worried that suddenly his head would show up from behind the bar to see what we were doing 
or accidentally, without reason. I got very and even extremely warm from the whole scene as 
the wild uncontrolled movements lasted longer and longer: Brigitte just kept moving on my 
back, her whole body making caterpillar-like movements but very fast, her pelvis-area 
especially was very active and loose and powerful, no matter that dad Brick was so close by 
in the kitchen. I was paralysed and sort of imprisoned and massaged and squeezed between 
the couch and Brigitte’s wild body. 

Brigitte didn’t seem to mind that i didn’t respond in the slightest way to what i can 
call, as quite an understatement, her advances. She was just doing her thing, naturally 
following the impulses of her body. I wished Brick had left, as i felt some impulse to do 
something, to respond at least with something, maybe just to turn around and see her face to 
face and hold her in my arms, i didn’t know, what to do in such a new unexpected weird but 
not unpleasant situation. Indeed, there was something pleasurable in it, in her body lying on 
mine, touching mine, without any reserve, even though the whole affair was quite wild with 
all her movements. It was so powerful as if her body couldn’t hold itself any longer and 
finally had to do what it had to do – no matter whether there existed norms or not. 

Brigitte was not affected yet by norms. I can’t say the same about myself. ‘The sin’ 
had already gotten hold of me – already long before i knew what ‘the sin’ was. I felt very 
ashamed with the whole thing and my face was pulsing, my head almost exploding. But, this 
shame and discomfort were only there because Brick was somewhere around and could have 
seen us if he had made just a few steps and entered the living room, in general because eyes 
were present somewhere, other eyes than just those of Brigitte and me, the latter of which we 
could have closed if even our own eyes were seeing too much, if they were seeing, if this 
Force coming through Brigitte was too much to bear in the light. Another complicating factor 
that paralysed me was that i was twelve years old and Brigitte only was seven. Although i 
never in my life surrendered to society’s norms as if they were true in any sense, this didn’t 
mean that i was already strong enough at that age to successfully defeat them in ‘myself’. 
Open as i was in general – i mean my heart and energy system or auras – i was also, on the 
same grounds, open enough to norms even when i didn’t like them, when they conflicted with 
my nature, with nature in general.  

Some time before this event took place i had started to count the days when it would 
be ‘acceptable’ for Brigitte and me to be, finally, together. Twelve and seven years old, that 
was impossible, unfortunately. Thirteen and eight? No. Fourteen and nine… Fifteen and ten… 
Sixteen and eleven… Still not possible. Seventeen and twelve? Eighteen and thirteen… 
Nineteen and fourteen… Twenty and fifteen. Here i started to wonder if this was all right. 
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Although it was still tricky, i decided that when i was twenty-one years and she sixteen then 
we could be together at last, without problem – even though legally it was a crime. Somehow 
this counting – and in general my sort of humble way of trying to satisfy and not offend the 
world – didn’t help. It hadn’t brought us anywhere, it had left Love in the cold: when Brigitte 
was twelve she met a boyfriend whom she is still with thirty-one years later. Well, meeting 
her lover so soon was, in a way, less bad than when she met him just before she turned sixteen 
and our love would have been acceptable. Now it didn’t make sense to wait so many years for 
nothing. 

I ‘managed’ to lie still for the whole operation. Woman had to operate me, indeed. 
Was it due to my almost absurd or hilarious lack of any response or due to some feeling of 
physical satisfaction that Brigitte finally stopped her pleasurable assault of me, albeit only 
after quite a long time, when i could already have finished the comic book if i hadn’t been so 
much distracted? I don’t know, i never asked her. 

I’m ‘afraid’ that Brigitte’s innocent and pure storm was not totally separate from the 
fact that in that period she had already hewed her way over floors littered with sex-magazines 
and from the fact that her mother and her male neighbour were open about their sex-life to 
their children, not only as far as those magazines were concerned but also in reality. Anyhow, 
it was obvious that Brigitte was quite precocious in her sexual interest. I, on the other hand, 
was far – very far – from that, so far that i could not in the least relate Brigitte’s behaviour to 
a word like sex or sexuality yet. 

As it turned out in the course of time, my deep love for Brigitte can’t be arrested. It is 
just as fresh as thirty-seven years ago. Being touched by the beautiful picture and softness of, 
for example, Wendy seemed not to be comparable to this love for Brigitte, although, it is true, 
i can’t say that in the end the (not really conscious) attraction to Wendy was something totally 
different from that love. In general, Love itself was not the problem. It was rather the 
manifestation of it that, as it became clear only later, was complicated. The way to its 
manifestation was full of resistance that, in the end, couldn’t be called mine. But at the time i 
was not ready for it anyway. I didn’t feel something was lacking in me or was going wrong or 
going in an unnatural or complicated way. With my father’s consciousness around, his 
accepting attitude towards everything, it was not easy to resist accepting life as it came, not 
easy not to see everything as normal the way things were. To me it was natural that my father 
and mother were the norm, and not the other children who were busy with ‘kapotjes’, with 
touching, with meanly laughing. There was not even a figment of doubt in me regarding 
which world seemed to be the right and normal one: the Father and the Mother, not the many. 
As a kid the father and the mother had an archetypical meaning or depth that went much 
further than who they as a person were (or seemed to be). 

All this didn’t let alone the fact that with her spontaneous and wild action Brigitte had, 
at the very least, aroused something in me. In the years that followed often if not always when 
we played together, usually with more children around, i felt this impulse to be alone with 
her, whether in her room upstairs or when we played in the last house of the four that was still 
under construction. There was a space underground where you could crawl in. During hide 
and seek i usually went there sitting in the total dark, no small beam of light left, hoping 
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Brigitte would show up and then… whatever, i don’t know, maybe we would touch each 
other, maybe not, that seemed not to be of primary importance. Just being with her – in the 
dark, underground – seemed enough in itself, although, it was true, i felt i could respond or 
more easily respond in a physical way when touching happened in the dark and no one would 
see us. 

Intuitively i understood that the meeting of boy and girl ‘had to’ happen in the Dark. It 
was only much later that a Force through me became powerful and able to Shine Light on the 
forbidden Meeting. And it turned out that, in fact, contrary to what it seemed and what i was 
taught, it was Love, Love between Man and Woman That might Manifest Itself as Such in the 
world of Form – Love rather than sex – That was actually the great taboo on earth, the 
forbidden Fruit, even though it was praised verbally, almost literally praised into heaven by 
the Dark Separating Force that prefers Love to shine and Be in the heavens and not on an 
earthly level. Usually the game of hide and seek was already over – and Brigitte was gone – 
when i finally got out of the dark and nobody had found me. I was too good at hiding. I can’t 
remember ever to have been found during hide and seek. 

Looking back, Brigitte asked a little too early or shall i say i, or something in me, 
responded a little too late to her question – or, again, i responded too little anyhow. Regularly 
our families went together on holiday. That year we went to the South of England. On a camp 
ground in a hamlet called Puncknowle Brigitte offered me the chance for the most intimate 
moment of my life up till then – well, at least as far as my relationship with girls was 
concerned. I let the chance go by. Invited by her we were playing a board game called 
‘stratego’ in our big tent when Brigitte suddenly turned towards me and asked me if i liked it 
that she was there on holiday as well.  

I was aware of the discomfort her question caused in my body. The space i was used 
to was suddenly limited. My body turned into some kind of a tensed up prison, out of which 
something in me would have liked to escape. I was invited to squeeze the Love in my heart 
into a little beam and direct it at one person, one ‘form’, even if this form was not separate 
from that same love in the end. I was supposed to Marry Woman and now i was invited to 
enter the world of limitation and to associate with a woman (or girl) – even though she was a 
great example and even though there was no other way anyway but Meet and Marry Woman 
via a woman. I was twelve and had just finished the first year of secondary school, she was 
seven and much advanced for her age – not only regarding sexuality. Even if something 
related to sexuality hadn’t been involved yet – albeit underground it was, anyhow – even 
when ‘just’ love had been the case and had been the reason for her question, i didn’t know 
what to say at all. I hadn’t yet learned to express anything like a feeling in relation to someone 
else, as i still was a boy, far from manifesting a serious beginning of being Man in this world 
– the manifestation of which cannot happen without awareness of feelings and in general not 
without the Feeling-Level of life. And it cannot happen without ‘combining’ the Form and the 
Formless into One. Love, even though it was everywhere in and around me, had, up to then, 
always been safely bubbling in the background, as a lovely stream in the distance, distant 
from awareness. Now, for the first time, it suddenly popped up in a close, unavoidable and 
confronting manner. I answered, stupidly: 
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“Oh, doesn’t matter to me”.  
Viewed solely from the Male perspective my answer was true, in fact. It was a fact 

that she was there. There were nice facts and unpleasant ones. As ‘Man-boy’ before its time, 
before the Ordeal of Manifestation of Man had seriously started, before the potential Man in 
me had been more and more challenged and put under pressure, i was well surrendered to 
accepting facts as they came to me. So i didn’t care which facts were presented. Although i 
liked Brigitte, the fact itself of her presence during the holiday was sort of neutral to me, no 
big deal, i was all right with her presence. But, of course, Brigitte wanted to hear my 
preference. Beyond herself, as Woman, She wanted to catch me in or create Duality in me. 
She wanted to make me become aware of or at least feel a preference and act according to that 
preference, as Woman does. She wanted to make me (co-)responsible for the scene of love 
and attraction between boy and girl, Man and Woman. She needed to activate the man in the 
duality of Man and Woman in me, so that i would leave my Male World of the One, and Go 
Down into Woman’s world of Form. 

As far as i remember Brigitte didn’t show any signs of being hurt by my seeming 
indifference. But it must have been so, i’m sure now, now that i understand Man and Woman 
and their love-struggle much better and more Deeply, from within, whereas at that time and 
for a long time afterwards i was at level zero in this respect. This was the first attempt in my 
life of a Woman-form trying to get me Down to Her, Down from Man’s Free Space of Simple 
Love and Plain Oneness to Woman’s Earthly Dual world of Man and Woman, of problem, of 
separation, of longing, of effort, of form, of sexuality. Well, in a way it was the second 
attempt, from the same girl, if we count the wild movements she made on my body. But, the 
latter would not work anyway. It was not primarily about getting my body Down to the 
Earthly plane. In a way, the body was there already, whether the sexual hormones had started 
to be active or, in my case, not. It was rather about activating Man’s Consciousness and Heart 
in relation to directing them at Woman, at Woman as being Different from Man, and yet, at 
the same time, being the Same, complicated as it seems to be. 

So i failed, immediately and completely. I didn’t Respond. The Love i felt in me – in 
general and, all the more, for her – couldn’t express itself yet in the world of form by means 
of words or by any action, movement or gesture – at least not in regard to a Woman-form 
wanting me to enter into closer relations with her, to connect with her here on earth in 
whatever form or manner. No matter how young we were, the apparent difficulty, if not 
impossibility, of Man and Woman Being Together here on earth, giving an earthly form to 
their Love, had already shown itself. 

Well, strictly speaking i can’t say that that there was no response at all. My seeming 
indifference, as i said, couldn’t prevent me from feeling tension in my body in the situation 
after her seemingly innocent question – the tension was (part of) a response to Woman. Well, 
the question was innocent. Only, this didn’t mean there was no tension hidden in it, no 
struggle around it that i as boy, apparently, had to become aware of – as part of a long journey 
to becoming (a) Man, which, as it turned out much later, cannot Manifest itself without 
Consciousness being thoroughly Developed in this Female world of Form. On the grounds of 
Nature Itself, Going into the Form cannot happen without great tension. 
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Love, as Such, may have been my Thing – it was – while giving a form to Love may 
have been hers, this Love couldn’t bypass a fundamental tension when these two worlds and 
perspectives apparently needed to Meet and an innermost profound Ordeal and a long, crazy, 
vulnerable road started that lead into the direction of becoming One. Yes, i was aware of the 
tension – it would have been difficult not to feel it – but i didn’t know what to do with it nor 
where it came from. I only knew it had to do with ‘boy and girl’. Would i ever have felt 
tension in my body if i had never felt Woman’s invitation to or Her Waiting for me – for 
Man, to be more precise? 

I very much liked Brigitte, but some Force didn’t allow me to speak – yet – to give 
words to a love that was natural and self-evident for me. How could i express a simple natural 
and true love in words? I couldn’t. Why did she need words for our love to be confirmed. 
Would my words have made it true for her, or truer? i didn’t understand this. I grew up in a 
family where love was self-evident but never spoken about. Never. And this was totally 
natural to me. Although later i started seeing things in my father that at that young age i 
considered were not abnormal but could later recognize and identify as fear of or resistance to 
intimacy. Every time there was an intimate scene on television taking longer than one second 
he turned away his head towards his chessboard and continued his game. He said then: “Huh, 
is that really necessary?” From my whole youth i remember only once a loving bodily scene 
between my father and mother, my mother sitting in my father’s lap on the couch. Love was 
somehow in the air, but we could not see it, it didn’t take on visible forms, nor the form of 
words. If my parents provided no example in this respect, it seemed i had to discover it all by 
myself, how to give a form to love; unless there were girls like Brigitte, indeed, who gave me 
a hand – or gave her whole body immediately. Only, if the girls would be patient enough with 
my seeming lack of response, my lack of understanding of ‘form’… this was a question that i 
was not yet bothered about. 

 How could i know already at that time what the vast majority of people will never 
know: how to combine the Formless (Love) and the Form, or how to Realize and even 
Whole-Bodily Live the Oneness of those Two seemingly incompatible magnitudes, those 
seemingly extremely or even absolutely different if not separate Spheres and Two Sides of 
Life? How could i know that my life-work would be centred around this, the Actual 
Embodiment of Formless Love? It seemed that other boys – and girls – of my age had already 
gone further in giving form to love. Only, later, looking-feeling back, did ‘my’ Consciousness 
confirm what i always saw and felt and knew: that there was no or hardly even a faint shadow 
of love in boys’ meeting with girls. I saw-felt this even though i didn’t know about Love yet. 
Love was so Normal for me that i was not busy with it in my own life. And yet, the lack of it 
in other children’s lives didn’t pass me by unnoticed. It was not for nothing i didn’t like 
grown-ups except my parents, a humble aunt from Indonesia and miss van Offelen. In others 
there was not this self-evident Love that without knowing i Knew was there in my parents – 
even though later ‘my’ Eye widened its view in this respect. 

I may hope that my seeming but not real rejection of Brigitte – or let’s rather say my 
lack of response to her in the world of form – didn’t make her give up on Man on a deeper 
level, but things have to go how they go, of course. On a deeper level i didn’t and don’t have 
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a feeling of failing. There’s no self-obsession around this. Still, it’s hard to bear that Brigitte, 
a girl with such great talents – including and even in the first place Love itself – like most 
girls and women gave up really Being with Man, gave up (her and every woman’s attempt of) 
Uniting with Man, via a Process of Surrender. Terrible. Every time i think of this i feel pain in 
my heart or it is choked up a bit or more.  

 
It was on that same holiday, maybe even the same day or just one or two days later 

than Brigitte’s question that i had failed to respond to, that something happened – unless it 
had happened already shortly before the question and had thus influenced my (lack of) 
response; it’s difficult to remember the exact chronology. That is to say, at least in me, in my 
body, something important happened. About to become thirteen years i, for the first time, 
bodily liked a girl. I don’t mean that i liked her body, i could really hardly be less interested. 
No, i mean my Body responded for the first time noticeably to seeing and liking a girl, an 
English girl with brown chestnut hair from a few tents further in the corner, the girl who wore 
only striped t-shirts. She walked to the little toilet building and strangely enough i also had to 
go there, simply because she was there. That day and the few days afterwards, before she and 
her family left the camp ground, i felt strange, very strange, unusually strange. It was not the 
same as sickness, also not like being dizzy although that might be somewhat more accurate. 
Anyway, it, this strangeness, spread through and took over my whole body. I felt being 
softened all over, as if i felt her softness in or as my own body. God, she looked so cute and 
beautiful and soft and innocent. 

I can’t say i unambiguously liked the feeling. Next to it being pleasant somehow it 
also seemed to take away something of or, in fact, quite a lot of my normal determination, my 
strong will, my strength, my concentration and my capacity of simply moving in one direction 
instead of being distracted and scattered into more directions. With her being somewhere 
around i couldn’t fully concentrate on the games i had to win, surely not if she walked by 
while we were playing badminton, for example. But the scene near the toilet-building got 
especially fixed in my memory. Why did i have to walk to the toilets knowing that she was 
there, while not even knowing what to do if i met her there. A deeper force was pulling me 
and as a slave i had to follow. Strange. I didn’t seem to have control over this. 

Even stranger, in that moment, was the fact that although i watched the toilet-building 
well, she never came out any more. I was there already for at least an hour hanging around 
and nothing happened, nothing moved, she just didn’t show up any more. It’s still a mystery, 
how she escaped, escaped from being seen by my eyes at least. It seemed that there, for the 
first time – and even though just shortly before (or after), with Brigitte’s question, it seemed 
that it was me who was avoiding of giving a form to Love – i had got in touch with and was 
given a preview of Woman’s endless escape routes into avoiding Man, His Eye, His Heart. In 
this case her body literally escaped. I looked afterwards regularly for her, going seemingly 
pointlessly to the toilets, waiting there for nothing, just for a chance that she might show up. 
She didn’t. And still, i felt that it hadn’t started in me, this strange feeling, this strange 
attraction to her. It was a response, to her, to what she felt – or possibly felt in a half-
conscious way. Once, before the toilet event, i had seen her looking at me. And this one look 
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of her, and all it contained in obscurity, was enough, all the ‘information’ lay in that look. I 
was sure she liked me. I never liked a girl when she didn’t like me – or when she, in case that 
she didn’t know me at all, potentially disliked me if only she had felt me. 

But there i was, left alone with all this, and there was no follow-up. I was left alone 
with an immature, tender but strong love between two young people – even though it is true 
that with my sensitivity a love could be felt as strong that for another would be experienced as 
mediocre or even weak. Being more sensitive doesn’t make the content of what is felt untrue, 
however. Rather, the insensitive do not Feel reality or just feel a feeble shadow of it. The 
whole situation – or should i say she – left quite an impression on me. From then on, for 
twenty years i, almost exclusively, wore striped t-shirts, associating them with ‘me’. Only 
when ‘i’ finally discovered Man – and for real – being thirty-two years old, did i let go of the 
striped shirts. 

Yes, the fact that the striped girl had thrown me this one look must have influenced 
my response to Brigitte. Or, looking back and feeling over the situation once more, it may 
very well have even raised Brigitte’s question in the first place. Brigitte might very well have 
felt another Woman-form in me, a competitor. And she needed confirmation that i was still 
with her, that i wouldn’t slip away or get kidnapped by another form of Woman, that she was 
still my favourite – even though before the look of the English girl this being the ‘favourite’ 
or not had never been an issue. Anyhow, i couldn’t reassure her. The English girl ‘in me’ was 
lovely. And, as i have said earlier when i described the event of new girls like Wendy entering 
our class in primary school, and whether this was in the end a biological factor or not, new 
girls, girls from afar, could radiate a sphere of attraction, certainly after seeing the same ‘old’ 
girl(s) every day. 

After all, Brigitte’s question – with the tension it caused in my body – was a success, 
or at least played a part in the success. From then on i got somewhat interested in ‘girl’. Sadly 
or not, the first small innocent invitation to the boy i was – to become Man on Earth – had 
resulted in an interest in another girl. But, if we don’t see things in a limited personal way – 
which in the end is not a True Perspective – i can say i Took the Invitation. Woman Asked me 
to become interested, to respond to Her interest in Man, and so i ‘did’. 

Back home in Holland i regularly thought about the lovely girl but i was old enough to 
face the hopelessness of the situation: i would never see her again. She was my first loss. And 
even now, writing this thirty-six years later, tears well up in my eyes. I would always stay 
very sensitive to the man-woman drama. This would even get ‘worse’. 

 
I didn’t know anything about sex, including the word itself. People around me, if at all 

there was any attempt, had a hard time making me at least aware of its existence. At least until 
i was eighteen it didn’t exist, let alone that it would have been practised in whatever form. 

Probably the most awful moments in my nice easy protected life, which was full of 
playing, adventure, discovery and just being, were those when boys made insinuations about 
what i much later would identify as sex and all the fuss around it. Often this came in the form 
of jokes and already before the joke i could see what it would be about in their faces. Their 
faces turned mean, their mouths twisted in a laughing position but without the real joy that i 
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thought was normal in situations in which laughter naturally arose. I walked or sometimes ran 
away immediately when such a joke was about to happen or, in other moments, when the 
conversation moved in that direction. The latter was also dangerous. There was no jokey-
atmosphere to warn you and suddenly the topic came up: the boy talking turned into someone 
else and all contact with him – and even with the others around him, the listeners – 
disappeared from one moment to the next. Could potentially have been scary, if my parents 
hadn’t existed. I knew, however, that since my parents did exist nothing could really harm 
me. This knowing was deeply rooted in me. The world outside was not wild and dangerous, 
because my parents were there. 

I must say, however, that ‘somewhere’ i feel that even when my parents hadn’t been 
there i would not have felt really threatened by the chaotic world around me. I might have 
been wounded – or wounded earlier in my life – but i can’t imagine not having this deep 
‘trust’ in me that i had, a trust not even in life because life can’t be trusted in the end, but a 
‘trust’ from somewhere beyond life without cause. Trust not in anything particular. Just trust. 
This basic trust is so natural to me that i never really understood it when people talked about 
having trust in something or someone or the opposite distrust. There was reality. For what 
reason did we suddenly need trust. In the dynamics of life you could just turn your back and 
walk or run away when sexually tinted jokes or talks turned out to make you dirty, other than 
getting pleasantly dirty from playing with sand or mud but rather from the inside where it was 
more difficult to clean yourself. But even when i hadn’t been able to walk away, even when i 
would have to be tortured therefore, could something be really destroyed or killed in me? 
Since it couldn’t, the question didn’t even arise. 

With the boys from primary school the chance of having to undergo sexual jokes or 
remarks was bigger than with the new boys from secondary school. The latter were generally 
less gross in their way of expression and somehow in their whole being. Although, as always, 
this differed per individual of course. Also at Athenaeum i had to avoid some particular boys 
so as not to be taken over or, at least, be touched and contaminated by their grossness, their 
vulgarity, their meanness, by their general unintelligence – unintelligence, even though they 
attended the highest education. 

If sometimes i didn’t escape fast enough from conversations that turned sexual, if they 
jumped on me suddenly out of the blue, then, letting the words enter me or rather the specific 
energy with which they were spoken, i started to feel very strange in my body, a bit similar to 
when i got injections from the doctor or a nurse and especially when they took blood out of 
my arm. Then my body got so strange, sickish, feeble, like it was fading away. Everything, 
the whole world started to turn, float. Usually this got so bad that i fainted, indeed. 

Also the biology teacher in the second year – i was thirteen – hadn’t managed to make 
me realize the existence of sex, to let me know about making love between man and woman 
or boy and girl. He did his best to present the whole business as normal. Sex education was 
supposed to be just one, relatively small, part of the whole biology package of lessons, 
nothing special. Two lessons were devoted to it. It was just education. The two pictures the 
teacher hung up were so big that they covered almost the whole blackboard and in vertical 
direction they were even sticking out below. One was of a naked man, the other of a naked 
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woman. Although they were drawings they looked quite real and part of their bodies was cut 
open in a vertical direction so one could see the ingredients or organs as they were called, 
including the sexual organs. I didn’t like all this from the beginning and got a sort of uncanny 
feeling. I didn’t want to know everything – what was wrong with doing sums. 

Although a few pupils tried to make jokes about it when the teacher explained that in 
sexual intercourse the male penis became hard and big and went into the woman’s vagina – 
the mean laughs, there they were again – they didn’t manage to take away the tension in the 
room. Also when that tension hadn’t been there it would have happened. My eyes still stared 
at the pictures, the teacher was still talking, on and on, but his voice sounded further and 
further away and got deformed, the world started turning, like when they took my blood, it 
got worse and worse, the turning, i couldn’t fight it any more, everything went black. I was 
gone. 

The next moment must have been almost ten minutes later. The school porter had my 
head in his hand. His little room was far from the biology classroom. It must have taken quite 
a while for him to get over here. Phones were not used in those days. A pupil got me a glass 
of water: Even in my feeble state, i felt he liked it that finally something happened in all these 
boring lessons at school. The school porter took my head from my neighbour’s lap on which i 
seem to have landed when i swooned. He interrogated me. But that didn’t make sense of 
course. How could i have explained that i shouldn’t know certain things yet – and that i was 
not the only one, but just more sensitive than other children. That i might in fact know less of 
certain things, but that i was more conscious and that’s why i had to lose consciousness, to 
protect Consciousness from getting killed. How could i have explained that maybe a minority 
but at least some children or teenagers are not ready yet to let the world be presented as if it 
would exist as mere form, besides the fact that it is not true to present things, life, like that, 
that reality is not like that. How could i have explained that every child has its own particular 
way and tempo of development in life, of bodily and consciously adjusting to the perversions 
of truth or blunt lies that are here on earth and that we cannot be put just like that in a uniform 
school system where everybody is being treated as if we are equal, the same, an open machine 
where information can be endlessly stuffed in. How could i have explained that only later – 
much later – should i consciously come in contact with the lower spheres of life. How could i 
if i only knew this intuitively far before and beyond the words. How could i if they 
understood even less than me. How could i have explained that for me Love was the Basis of 
life and not sex or reproduction as we learn from biology. How could i if i didn’t know about 
Love, as it was too obvious. 

But it didn’t really matter, this – too early – confrontation with the basics of the life of 
form seemingly so separate from the Formless world of Love that i knew. I just fainted, so i 
didn’t have to follow the nonsense any more. The feeling of fainting though – especially just 
before the actual fainting took place – was terrible. I said to the teacher that i didn’t want to 
attend the 2nd lesson about ‘sexual reproduction’. I said that i would faint again. Somehow he 
was all right with this, he was not a bad guy at all, and i spent that hour alone in the assembly-
hall, satisfied that i didn’t have to go there again to the madhouse of denied cramp and form 
obsession. 
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The denial of the One made it that the Two – who in the eyes of biologist and other 
form-obsessed thinkers would have to unite via sex, via form – were dead. 

The next biology test was entirely about sexual organs and reproduction. It was not the 
happiest moment of my life when i sat there bent over the paper and the questions trying to 
make the best of it. I got a 2 for it, almost the lowest possible mark on a scale from 1 to 10. 
Why does a penis become hard? These kind of difficult question had to be answered on the 
test. I hadn’t learned my lessons, because when i tried i became ‘strange’ again, dizzy, i 
started losing consciousness. Learning should not have been about losing consciousness so i 
had to stop learning. School, by forcing children to learn all kind of things that didn’t mesh 
with (the development of) their being, but for instance rather with economy, with efficiency, 
with getting ahead in the world later or with whatever, made pupils lose (parts of) their 
natural consciousness, indeed. 

The teacher, reading the marks of the pupils aloud, when he came to mine, made it 
clear he was being mild on me. Actually i deserved a 1. The 2 i got would have been a big 
shame regarding my standard and still being one of the pupils of the class that learned best. 
But i was okay with it somehow. I accepted it. If i had to learn and discover about sexuality at 
all then it would happen naturally. I didn’t want information, i didn’t need shock therapy. 
Luckily my parents brought the subject up only once, during a common meal with our family. 
It seems to their mind it was necessary to at least give some instruction about sexuality and 
related things like washing your penis. As they confirmed much later, we children, young 
teenagers as we were, were not at all interested and didn’t really listen to what they said. It 
was as if some automatic protection block came up as soon as they started to talk about it. 
When they were finished we could breathe normally again and listen normally as always, 
since i was always interested in what my parents had to say. 

And surely i didn’t need shock therapy in the form of sex-magazines either. Once 
when i was in the house of the architect, two houses away from our place, i found them 
spread all over the floor in the living room. I estimate there were about forty to fifty 
magazines lying all over, like dust that seemed to be more interesting when it was served as 
magazines with nudity in it. The young girls around me – six, seven, eight years old – were 
eager to ‘read’ them, to look at the many, many pictures. They were quite into it. So i also 
took up one of the magazines. It was a strip cartoon. I was used to reading strip cartoons but 
the characters in there did strange things. I took another magazine and started to sort of look 
at naked bodies, even though it didn’t totally reach me. Anyway, i could distinguish that other 
than the strip cartoons and other than the drawn pictures on the blackboard at school, these 
were real pictures, photos. My breathing had stopped. What i saw was from another world, it 
seemed, i didn’t get it. What did this all have to do with the real world? I could not at all 
relate what i saw to myself, to my own body or corporeality. 

I understood that, together, all the photos were supposed to tell a story. But i couldn’t 
discover any storyline though, not at all any story, like in a normal book of cartoons. The 
faces of the people who were photographed looked weird, as if they were not normal any 
more but possessed by something, taken by something. I couldn’t tell if they were in pain or 
pleasure. Weird. I felt very uncomfortable with all of this and ashamed and my head pulsed 
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like crazy. I didn’t like the “dirty books” as they were called and still i was urged to look 
somehow. At a certain moment i came across a woman’s head on the sand of the beach. My 
mind ran like crazy. What happened here? I could only imagine that somehow they buried her 
body under the ground. Should she be saved? Whatever was happening there i had some 
awful feeling related to the whitish jelly kind of substance all over the face of the woman. She 
seemed to be crying or something, anyway her face was twisted in a strange way. Was it 
disgust? 

Anyway, i closed the magazine at this point, i couldn’t bear any more. Agitated and 
defeated i walked home. The head of the woman besmeared with slime came back now and 
then in my memory but i couldn’t make anything of it. I failed to give it a place in the rest of 
my life. It didn’t make sense. 

Whether or not related to the sex-books freely accessible in the house of the architect 
– also the man’s own daughters of seven years old read them as if it was totally normal – once 
or in fact quite a few times one of the daughters, Luna, chased after me. She was cooing 
wildly behind me, all the way and as long as the game lasted. It lasted quite a long time 
sometimes, and i was not sure about this word ‘game’. Game or not, i ran away anyway to be 
sure. But indeed, it took too long and i didn’t like the game any more. She couldn’t stop. She 
had to have me. Even though i was six years older and not really afraid, of course, still there 
was surely something scary about the whole thing. This possession in the girl. She wanted me 
– in whatever form that would be – and needed to have me. There was some form of non-
freedom in the game that un-gamed it. Usually she was screaming loudly for joy with the 
prospect of getting me in her arms, but as i kept on running away, sometimes the laughter 
turned to crying with some hysteria. Once, when the architect had put up his big tent in his 
garden, we didn’t just run around and through the house criss-cross up and down as usual but 
at a certain moment ran around in the tent. In the middle there was the big pole on which the 
whole tent rested. And we were endlessly turning around that pole in the centre. In my 
memory there was really no end to it and we’re still running. She couldn’t give up before she 
had me. 

Now i must say that my feeling in the ‘game’ that seemed a bit too real, was double. 
To be honest, i liked it when she put her arms around me and touched my body. There was 
something ‘good’ in it, the touch of a girl, certainly also Luna’s touch. I liked her anyway. 
Only, she didn’t wrap her arms softly or lovingly around me, she grabbed me with the 
tentacles of an octopus to, once she got me, never let go again. Unintended or not, the octopus 
would suck me out of life and swallow me. Or at least Luna had a remarkable force for such a 
small young lean girl with which she professionally squeezed me out and crushed me. Quite a 
crush on me, indeed. Luna’s hysteria when she, as was usual, couldn’t get me, when i didn’t 
give in to let her sometimes win, was repulsive somehow. What should i do, surrender and 
feel and enjoy the nice touch of her body and take the inauspicious omen of the rest, of the 
imprisonment, but especially of her wild uncontrollable emotions, or should i keep on running 
for my freedom, freedom without touch, without body, but still freedom? 

In spite of this and in spite of them being another world, i liked girls, in general more 
than boys. Girls were soft, boys were hard. 
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In the second class something happened. After the summer in England where for the 
first time i felt my body and i pulled to – or were pulled by – a girl, i now fell in love. This 
was quite something. She had very long curly white hair and looked like an elf. As she was in 
my own class i could see her every day. At home i, unexplainably, had to look in the mirror. 
And… i saw her. I touched my body as if she would be touching me. What also seemed to 
happen when i looked in the mirror was that i came into existence. Before, in my state of 
Formless Love, i didn’t exist, in a way. Only Love existed. It didn’t matter what form Love 
took on. Every situation was this Love, even though i had never heard the word and i would 
not have understood it if someone had spoken about it. Now suddenly, out of the blue, it did 
matter – although not so strongly yet. Love had to be or could be simply directed at her now, 
at Yvette as she was called. It’s like there appeared a restricted awareness – surely far from 
total restriction but the difference from before was too big to be denied either. 

All of a sudden – almost all of a sudden, since i had been ‘warned’ by the English girl 
– there existed ‘she’, someone else, and therefore i existed. I saw in the mirror two persons 
now, she and me. I saw her right in front of me in the mirror. She looked at me through my 
‘own’ eyes. It was strange. I looked at her and she looked at me. I came into existence 
through her eyes. From now on i could be seen. Before, i was invisible. I was looking at her, 
not at myself. I was not busy with how i looked like, how she would see me, if she would like 
me or my appearance. No, there was just looking. Seeing the image in the mirror that should 
have been me i looked at her, strange though it may sound. I touched the mirror with my 
fingertips, cautiously, and by doing so i touched her. I kissed her on the mouth when i kissed 
the mirror. 

It was the same year that the event of fainting before the naked posters on the 
blackboard took place. But how endlessly far that was or seemed to be from my being in love 
with Yvette. Two worlds so separate and different that there was no single thought of even 
trying to combine them or to suspect any relation between them. Thinking about Yvette my 
whole body became soft. There was no question of fainting or whatsoever. I touched the 
mirror and gave delicate kisses on ‘her’ mouth. 

The romance consisted mainly of thinking about her. Well, what is ‘thinking’? Her 
image just came by again and again. That’s not really the same as ‘thinking’. Doing a sum 
and thinking about it was something different from seeing Yvette’s picture before me, or 
‘meditating’ it, as i would call it much later – meditating it, even though in relative 
unconsciousness at the age of thirteen. I was not busy yet with possibly talking with Yvette, 
with thinking about what for god’s sake i could say to her in order to get closer in contact 
with her, or at least in her physical nearness. Only images came, no thoughts, no words. Only 
by this discovery of the different sexes, of the Two, did difference – ‘and’ separation – come 
into existence at all. She was there, somewhere, and i was here – her eyes (and whatever it 
was that was behind them) were here, looking at me and through me, but her body was 
somewhere else. A split had been created between ‘consciousness’ and body, between the 
formless and the form. 

My previous and more limited experiences with girls didn’t have this effect. Ah, 
Yvette herself couldn’t have done this either. She was just an innocent girl. Something in 
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‘my’ consciousness wanted to be born on earth and it needed a girl, a representative of the 
opposite sex for that. Since i didn’t understand anything of ‘Man and Woman’ until my 
thirties i could still learn to nicely lose myself in the dream, the dream of me and her coming 
together somehow and… then whatever, my imagination didn’t go that far. It was just this 
picture of her reappearing again and again and doing something to me or to my body. Well, as 
i described before, instead of ‘losing my self’ i would rather say i ‘found a self’. Or should i 
say i found the illusion of self? Was i getting born in the world of illusion, the world where 
difference existed, separation, longing, union, lack, missing someone or something? 

Only when lost in Illusion it can be called “…nicely losing myself in the dream”. In 
the end there’s nothing nice about a dream. It’s painful. But true, i didn’t manage to feel that 
yet when i fell in love. The dream of Union had come into existence because i had just been 
born in separation, in Duality, in Pain, a first serious attempt of a birth. The dream seems only 
nice because of the prospect of the Pain, the Duality, possibly coming undone. The longing 
for Union has arisen out of the Womb of the earth, of Form, of Pain. 

For almost two years i stayed in love with Yvette. Until, at the end of the 3rd class, we 
had a class party. There it started already, people’s silly concern about whether i was amusing 
myself or perhaps not enough. I was indeed, totally incapable of pretence, not suited for 
parties therefore. My face and body posture were a terrible mirror for all. And yet for myself i 
was totally all right with going to these parties when sometimes they were organized. I liked 
to be among people sometimes, although i didn’t feel the need to say anything – just to be 
there was enough – and although i liked very much and, in fact, usually preferred to be on my 
own. Alone it was easier to ‘amuse’ myself – as they called it, i hated this word – than being 
with others. With others you had to talk and i always felt strange with that, as if entering some 
fake superficial world suddenly, a world in which everybody seemed to be uncomfortable in 
fact – well, almost everybody. In talking with me every conversation died away in no time. 
So, understandably, soon no one felt like talking with me any more and they left me alone 
sitting there for hours on my bar stool. 

Well, i should not exaggerate: in the first place i was not autistic at all and also, just in 
that period, i was making two new friends and the use of words, including during (a part of) 
that school evening, formed part of this albeit a secondary part. But still, why not just sit in 
silence together, i thought, like the apes in Africa – i loved to read about apes and to look long 
at pictures of them. It seemed that my classmates got uncomfortable with the silence between 
remarks. Whereas i had the opposite. I got uncomfortable with the talking, with stupid 
remarks out of the blue that didn’t make any sense, with the pressure of having to say 
something. In the talking we lost something, some connection that we could feel in the 
silence. But, to make it more complicated, because the classmates felt uncomfortable in the 
silence i also started to take over and feel this unease. The two classmate girls from my 
village who were there as well sometimes took pity on me and with seemingly good 
intentions asked the stupid question if i was amusing myself. 

“Yes”, i said each time to comfort them, while the shock occurred just before my eyes 
or when i turned around on my bar stool. Just like during the goodbye trip at primary school, 
again couples of boys and girls were forming as the evening advanced. It didn’t seem to 
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matter who was with who. Boy and girl was enough. Now that it got later and the night was 
nearing the boys and girls lay together on the ground and… one of these couples was 
Yvette… with Ad. God, how was this possible. Their arms were around the body of the other 
one, they stroked each other and sometimes they even blew each other kisses. Unbelievable. 
Yvette. Ad. Of all boys, that smoothie. The worst boy in the whole class – ok, along with 
another guy. In fact i hardly looked, as i couldn’t and didn’t want to believe it. Only once in 
a-long-while i had to check if this bizarre situation was still going on. It was. What a shock. 
My first real shock. The world was not as i thought or felt it was – or should be. It was not 
possible that she liked Ad. Impossible. And still they were lying there, together, arms 
wrapped around each other, blowing kisses. Shocking. Shocking. What a state Yvette must be 
in, what blindness, not to be disgusted with every kiss he puts on her face or even mouth. The 
next day on the bus back to our village the girls asked me again if i had amused myself at the 
party. “Yes”, i said. 

I was cured of my love for Yvette. Not only by this event, i must admit, although it 
was all related to the whole thing of her associating with (a boy like) Ad. In that same period 
she cut her beautiful long curls off, radically. It looked really bad. She was suddenly an 
ordinary girl. She became as ugly as him. Her whole body changed. It became much fuller 
and gross. But what changed behind the visible was even worse, although it was all part of the 
same tragedy. The Elf had died. The Flesh was born. 

Although i didn’t like all this of course, i didn’t cry about it either somehow. I had 
fallen out of an illusion, after it had first been created. I was not yet embedded in or touched 
by girls’ world enough that i would cry about such things. They were still facts rather than 
events that would touch me in a deeper way. Well, actually the event did touch me, only it 
was certainly not strong enough to be able to overrule ‘my’ world of Love and Oneness in 
which everything is just as it is, not strong enough to give an earthly form to that touch. 
Woman(’s world) had to bind me deeper to Her yet in order to make that possible. 

The event of Yvette cuddling and kissing Ad and whatever else they had done that i 
hadn’t seen, functioned in my life and later development as the seed that was now planted 
regarding my consciousness about Woman’s Duality, Her being Split in Two, where Her 
body went somewhere else than Her Heart told Her to, the Matter leaving the Spirit – the seed 
that needed such a long time to finally sprout, which was not unrelated to the fact of 
Woman’s incapacity to look below the surface of the earth and find the seed in its Purity 
hidden in the dark. Woman, in Her earthly manifestation, in Her actual behaviour, preferred a 
form, an almost dead plant that she could touch, more than the potential Life of the seed. I 
couldn’t blame this nature. It was difficult for Her to invite me to the Earth if i was sort of 
invisible. I cannot claim that Yvette’s longing of her Heart for ‘me’, for my Heart, was so 
obvious. It was not obvious at all, in fact. Yet, i responded to something in her, even though it 
was only ‘my’ Heart that responded. 

The balance after two years of being in love with a girl – the balance that i didn’t 
really strike – was that i hadn’t made any progress in regard to approaching her. I hadn’t 
known what ‘progress’ would have meant here. Would you call talking with her ‘progress’? 
What would have been the progress in going from love to love, the same love? Would a touch 
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of her body, or her touch of mine, been a progress? Would it have deepened love? In those 
two years, and even though she was in my class meaning that i saw her every day from eight 
o’clock to half past three, only once did i exchange a few words with her, about something 
irrelevant. Only her smile i remember. 

In the years that followed she was not at all attractive to me any more. When i saw 
her, just some vague memory remained that there had been ‘something’ – once. I liked other 
girls now, with no or hardly time in between being in love with Yvette and falling for the next 
ones. 

Some change or rather a development happened in me in that period, at the end of age 
fourteen. I got interested in what happened in the world, in politics, in what was good and 
what was wrong. In other words, i started to think. The sums or other stuff that were 
presented to me in school or wherever – pre-programmed problems – were no longer the main 
or only things i needed to solve. I started to become aware of problems, difficulties, injustices 
in the world. I didn’t take the world and how it was for granted any more. If people acted 
differently and made other decisions, i thought, many of the world’s problems would be 
solved. Not so many people and animals in the world would suffer as they did now or would 
at least suffer less. I started to become aware of the world of manipulation in which 
everything is not simply as it is, unchangeable. It’s not that i would use ‘manipulation’ for 
myself – on a deep level i didn’t need anything, so what was the point of manipulation in this 
respect – but, as it appeared to me, the world could use quite something of changes in the 
good direction. I put posters and stickers of political parties and action groups on my door, 
walls, ceilings, window. 

Well, actually, i put them where some place was still left, as almost every little spot 
had been hung full with pictures of my favourite music groups and artists. Next to the 
materials of action groups, environmental or animal organisations or of an anti-militaristic 
nature, i still had to add now material of two political parties – especially one, PPR (Political 
Party of Radicals), but the other one, PSP (Pacifistic Socialist Party), was a party i considered 
not bad either. When i thought about things happening in the world, even in our own country, 
when i started combining things in my mind, comparing, feeling them, i could hardly believe 
that people could be so stupid, so selfish and sometimes it even made me angry that some 
people were simply in the position to and actually did make other people – and even innocent 
animals – suffer, just because they expected to make some profit for themselves or their 
family. The costs of their profit, the other side of the coin, were supposed to be paid or 
suffered by others. I had no words for this. Even when writing these simple lines, lines 
showing what every teenager has felt or, in a way, should have felt if he or she isn’t totally 
bereft of heart, tears well up in my eyes, tears to soften the hardness and the pain of 
selfishness and the powerlessness i felt in regard to the huge ‘wrong-doings’ in the world. 

Just before the end of the third school year we went with our class and the parallel 
class to Rotterdam for some educational school trip of four days. In the first evening every 
pupil was asked to choose whether he or she would go to see an important football match on 
television in some pub somewhere in the centre or to follow the results of the Dutch national 
elections on television in the town hall of Rotterdam, where also the mayor of the city turned 
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out to be and other big names of his party of the social-democrats. I loved playing and 
watching football but it was not a big issue for me where to go. If the world was in the state it 
was in – and it was – and political parties were in the position to do at least something about 
it, how could one then just go watching an almost senseless football match – though nice in 
itself – on an evening during which the new political situation would be revealed. 

Soon it became clear that most if not all girls would join the football-watchers. Pity, 
since during the journey to Rotterdam my friend Goofy and me had had a nice close meeting 
with two girls, a meeting that wouldn’t be followed up this way, being separated by the 
choice between fun and morality. For the girls watching a football match wasn’t attractive at 
all yet in those days but it was at least not as bad as watching some boring politics and, also, 
all the attractive tough guys with the big mouths went to the football match. Indeed, it might 
be quite boring there in the town hall between ‘the suits’. Still this wouldn’t influence my 
decision to watch the election results. Only four of the fifty pupils, four boys, among whom 
me, went to see the election of 1977; forty-six pupils chose football. This was quite shocking 
to me. As if my classmates, and pupils in general, were totally unconscious of what was going 
on in the world, around them – their own neighbour might keep thousands of animals, letting 
them suffer in their prison because he desired having some extra luxury for him and his 
family, a second toilet or whatever. And they didn’t seem to want to become conscious of 
these things either. To be honest, i already felt this at that time: they even didn’t care about 
others’ suffering. God, what a world this was. A world wherein football was more important 
than the acknowledgement of and trying to do something about people’s and animals’ 
suffering. 

‘My’ party was the ‘Political Party Radicals’ whose program favoured, as an 
exception to other parties in Holland and even in the world, a small-scale society and, next to 
this, protection of the environment. In itself it was crazy that people were called – and even 
called themselves – ‘radicals’ when they were in favour of a humane society, a society in 
which big corporations, institutions, companies or governmental bodies did not rule people’s 
lives, a society in which humaneness is the norm and not the economy, in which it is only 
natural and logical that you are careful with the environment, with nature, in which there is no 
place for a bio-industry that is so much against animals’ nature, no place for nuclear energy 
that is so very dangerous and for which there was and is absolutely no solution for its nuclear 
waste which will be dangerous for many thousands of years after it has briefly produced some 
energy, a society that supports on renewable energy sources… What an absurd world i had 
entered, a world in which everything seemed upside down, calling humanness radical and 
greed and selfishness and killing and endless scaling up normal. How for heaven’s sake did a 
Dark Force manage to turn everything upside down? 

That moment, small as they were, the “Radicals” were even represented by two 
ministers in the Dutch government. Not only politically Holland was one of the places to be in 
the seventies – and not because of the tolerant policy on soft drugs. In this election the 
radicals lost, however, and went back from seven to three seats in a parliament of 150 seats. 
Although the social-democrats won the elections as the biggest party, they were put aside by 
the christians and liberals (what’s in a name, having the legal liberty to exploit others for your 
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own profit, to make a political party of greed and selfishness). The result was that Holland 
would get a right-wing government. That election day was a black day in my memory and 
experience – because i cared. It appeared to be the precursor of a period of change in the 
Dutch society from a certain openness, freedom and good spirit, and even a morally leading 
position in – and being an example for – the world, to a back-to-our-suits mentality and, 
certainly in the eighties, a climate becoming ever greyer where only economic figures were 
still relevant and became the imbecilic and totally heartless touch stone for whether a society 
or even the politicians themselves were successful or not. In the course of the years i could 
feel the cold pervading society, like winter were coming and we had no clothing to protect 
ourselves against it. 

For the boys and girls in our class that Wednesday evening wasn’t depressing. In the 
night quite a few of them, although it was officially forbidden by the rigid evangelists who 
ran the hostel, secretly went into one or two rooms of the other sex – not our room – and boys 
and girls even lay in bed together. Again, i got the impression that it hardly mattered – if 
anything – whom they lied in bed with, as long as it was someone of the other sex. And i 
couldn’t understand this – or, perhaps, at most, somewhere deep down, far away, but i didn’t 
have really contact with that. Was love being reduced to bodies that have to meet and touch? I 
couldn’t get what happened over there at night. Of course i only heard things in a roundabout 
way, but if i would have been there i’m sure i wouldn’t have understood it either, even if it 
turned out that i didn’t have to run away any more from boys’ and girls’ ‘intimacy’. 

Still, somewhere, call it on a – rather unconscious – bodily level, i must have 
understood something at least, even though it didn’t truly reach my consciousness. When we 
drove with the bus from Assen to Rotterdam we stopped somewhere halfway for a break at a 
roadhouse. They had a video game there. The player was the driver of a racing car who had 
to, by quickly reacting, avoid all kinds of obstacles on the road. My friend of the period of 2nd 
and 3rd class, Goofy S., took me to the machine; i had never even seen something like that. As 
if it was agreed in advance, out of the blue and immediately two girls of the parallel class 
showed up. I liked them both, especially one of them, a small not shy girl. In general i liked 
small girls. I seemed to be conditioned by Brigitte as an example of Woman and she was very 
small, indeed. But also, and more importantly, i already unconsciously estimated that bigger 
or taller girls – or, later, women – were just too much Woman for me too handle. I had to 
approach Woman gradually, or i would not make it and be swallowed by something that i 
didn’t know about yet but i intuitively felt i had to avoid. This protection worked by itself, it 
was given out by nature, since i didn’t feel an attraction to bigger or taller girls. Girls could 
hardly be lean or small enough, as far as i was concerned. Only much later, when i had finally 
been introduced into Woman, bigger sized women, tall women, became an option as well and 
potentially attractive. 

 There was an enthusiasm in and around us there at the gaming machine that was not 
normal in a way, although not unpleasant either. I quite liked the game, like all four of us, but 
that was just of secondary importance. That we, boys and girls and even from another class, 
stood there so close together, that was more relevant, although unspoken. I felt literally the 
warmth of the girls around my body and i got quite hot from it. Sometimes we even touched 
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by accident on this one square metre with the four of us. My performance when it was my 
turn, was – contrary to the football match on the field behind my primary school – not 
enhanced this time, to say the least, by the presence of the girls. I think it was just not bad 
enough to not make a complete fool of myself. They were too close. It somehow influenced 
my normal, proper functioning, regarding thinking as well as quick reaction which was 
needed for a good score. Wendy and Kala, a few years earlier, had stood far away. After the 
gaming we went back to the bus and sat in our own seats faking it that nothing had happened, 
that we had just played some nice game to amuse ourselves. Did anything happen? There was 
no follow up, which was something that had become a usual pattern, if it makes sense to 
speak of a ‘pattern’ regarding the low number of the few exceptional instances there had been 
some form of close contact with a girl. Anyhow, this ‘pattern’ would stay that way for a long 
time. Sudden meetings with ‘girl’ were a pleasant pin prick in a wide, dark and confused 
universe in which a true, continued and thorough Meeting seemed almost impossible. 

There existed no protocol for continuation, i realized. It seemed almost as if, in this 
world of form, after every short or longer moment of closeness with a girl we had to start all 
over again. The moment was gone. It might sound stupid, but i really didn’t get this. For me 
love – and now being close with a girl – was not some random happening in itself, totally 
separate from other moments. For me ‘continuation’ felt normal, or: love felt normal as part 
of a bigger whole. In ‘my’ world it was not fragmented into pieces in the sense of what 
happens just happens in that particular moment and nothing further afterwards: a next 
moment would be totally new, having no relation with the previous one. I sat there confused 
in the bus. After fate had brought me and Claudia together, even close bodily – i liked her 
already before our meeting – i had to do something on top of that. Again – like with Wendy, 
Brigitte, the English girl, Yvette. 

That same night, ‘our’ two girls, were part of the group of girls that had gone to a 
boys’ room to spend the night in one of their beds. Claudia was first close with me and now, 
the same day, even closer with another boy. I went blank from this. No thoughts or any 
feelings appeared that could have helped me to understand this, to bring some order in this 
chaos of life, in the scene of boys and girls. It seemed to be not about me – or ‘my’ love – and 
also not about specific other boys or their, usual, lack of Love, but about the meeting of boys 
and girls in general, the meeting itself, the meeting with whatever example(s) of the opposite 
sex. And yet some examples of boys and girls did manage to get close – well, physically – 
and others not. None of my friends – friends from that period or for the coming years – had 
‘something’ with a girl, i was surely not the only one. 

And, to be honest and not withstanding my accounts so far, i was, two months before i 
turned 15, still not so much busy with how to ‘get’ a girl for myself. There was no impulse – 
or it wasn’t strong enough – to become self-obsessed, to make me believe or feel that i 
wanted or needed (to be with) a girl. I had liked to be with a girl – whatever that would bring, 
whatever i was supposed to do then. But this, liking to be with a girl, was something very 
different, if not something from another world. I was not attached to having anything for 
myself, a girl or whatever. Life itself seemed to be enough. If it was hot and I’d not be against 
having an ice-cream i didn’t go out to buy one. It was just hot. Only, if i was with someone, a 
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friend or whoever, then ‘we’ could somehow decide to get an ice-cream at the cafeteria of 
Timtim. Personally, i preferred to save the money for stamps or, what had just begun in that 
period, for music records, or, in general, for something expensive and more worthwhile in the 
future. 

The issue of not needing to have any possible desires fulfilled is a fundamental one – 
where many people, including most masters, fail the test. The test of being Free or not. The 
test of one’s response once one comes in touch with the earthly seducing Force(s). 

The evangelists of the hostel discovered the sin of some of the girls and boys of our 
classes and were angry in the name of the Lord and sent everybody home. So, after still 
visiting some stupid museum – i disliked museums a lot – we went home again to the North 
of Holland. 

 
Not separate from my suddenly rapidly developing awareness was the fact that in that 

same period, on the first of June 1977 to be exact, i became a vegetarian, which still lasts up 
to today. Already almost a month before that date i had decided to stop eating meat. I felt 
satisfied about not only the content of my decision – not to have to join the army of animal 
killing any longer – but also about the fact itself of for the first time in my life having made a 
decision all by myself, not influenced in any way by my parents let alone by others. My 
parents were in any case the only grown ups that had any – albeit a big – influence upon me. 
But in this case, they both ate meat – or animal corpses, as i would call it later – it was totally 
my own feeling, or truth in fact, to which i gave a form. I was very determined in my plan to 
stop eating meat. Nobody could change that. My parents did not – or hardly – try. 

I was somehow also strangely satisfied with the fact that it was not just some 
emotional impulse that lead me to my decision – that would then maybe change again later on 
– and that would mean I’d have to immediately stop eating meat, but that it was a careful 
moral decision. I was not a slave of my disgust, but i could deliberately plan when I’d stop. 

It had already been a year earlier, at the end of 2nd class, that for ‘project-work’ our 
class and the parallel class had an excursion to the slaughterhouse. The teacher invented good 
instructive projects for us, so as not to let us enter society as meek sheep. After a visit to the 
sewage works – where the tough and rough guy Gabbert couldn’t be stopped impressing the 
girls with running right through the metres of shit, his legs almost disappeared in it – this was 
again quite something. It’s good to know what you eat, where the food comes from, how a 
cow is being slaughtered. Although i was only thirteen at the time, i thought later that every 
school should have such an outing. It was very instructive, indeed. You’ll never in your life 
forget any more what you saw there – and, maybe, felt. 

There was quite a big chaotic row of cows waiting for their turn. One by one they 
were beaten into the slaughterhouse. They were very restless. The pupils were put into a long 
half circle, so that every one could properly see the show.1 One cow was guided, beaten, to 
the place of execution. She was afraid and with her big eyes she looked wildly around her. 

                                                
1 Now i knew why we were asked to wear boots during the trip. The blood and intestines of animals 

all over the floor was here and there about ten centimetres high. We had to wade to our places. 
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Then the guy with the pistol came and put it against the forehead of the cow. He didn’t wait 
long and shot. A huge river of blood immediately poured out of her head, first horizontally, 
then of course gradually arching down and hitting the ground one or one and a half meter in 
front of her. Her eyes went strange, as if for a moment she didn’t realize that she had been 
shot through her brains. I won’t forget her eyes, nor, even less possible, the cruel and very 
loud roaring laughter of a guy somewhere else in the same hall. After the shot, the whole hall 
was filled with this terrible laughter with echo and reverb. The cow fell on her knees, then 
slowly bent over to one side before her whole big body fell on the floor. The girls started 
crying, the boys did not. The tears were coming down my cheeks – like now. And still i 
managed to eat corpses for a year. Weird. 

Biology practical came some time later with another nice surprise. From the 
slaughterhouse the teacher had, on his request, received 28 eyes of cows. Every pupil should 
have his own eye to dissect. I was shocked to hear this and to understand that this was serious, 
that we had to actually cut into a cow’s eyeballs, that this was part of the lessons and part of 
the coming test. Shortly earlier we had already had lessons on the human eye. I had been very 
close to fainting and it was a little miracle that i hadn’t actually fainted. This time, during the 
lesson, i had put my finger in the air and, already totally white, said that i was getting unwell 
again and would probably faint any moment. The teacher stopped and a pupil got me a glass 
of water. The cold water helped a bit, and what helped even more was that i got off for the 
rest of the lesson and the next one to come – even though when sitting in the hall by myself 
the pictures of the eyes were still rolling through my head. This experience of the human eye 
made my decision only stronger not to join the cow eye cutting ceremony. I didn’t ask the 
teacher if i could get off for the practice. I just said i won’t be there. And i was not there. His 
argument that i could just be there in the classroom and watch without cutting was much too 
weak and irrelevant. He didn’t protest any further. When i was convinced of something every 
attempt to make me change my mind was hopeless, and usually people felt that and didn’t 
even try. I always had a strong inner power, even though somehow there were not so many 
occasions on which i could manifest this power. 

I didn’t have the words available yet to show the teacher that an eye is not a thing. 
Seeing into someone’s eye you see that person – or animal. You can’t just cut in an eyeball as 
if it’s just a thing. Although i didn’t use or think the word – and although i was not at all 
religious, as far as i knew – my heart was sad and upset that life was being desecrated in this 
way and so easily. Teachings about sex and the eye were about lifeless things – whereas 
biology claimed to be the science of life. Weird. What must the biology teacher think when 
making love and looking into the eyes of his wife? Or did the theory no longer exist, when it 
came to real life, when there was Contact with someone? 

1977 June 1st i radically stopped eating meat and never returned to eating any corpses. 
From then on my mother cooked almost every day something especially for me, mostly a 
special vegetarian sauce – how grateful can you get, all the more afterwards, looking back – 
and two years later also for my older brother who came to the same inevitable conclusion. My 
best friend Hessel during the 4th, 5th and 6th class would follow me a year after me. And a lot 
of people around me in the course of the years became – periodically or for good – a 
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vegetarian after they had an example now, and certainly also due to the fact that i seemed to 
easily survive without eating meat. Even Jenny of all people, a ‘girlfriend’ of my sister in 
spite of herself, followed, albeit temporarily. Jenny couldn’t stand the pressure of her parents 
and restarted eating corpses again. Also my sister and mother followed, although quite some 
years later. Altogether some fifteen to twenty people in my surrounding became vegetarian 
after they had come to know my example and after i had proven to be able to stand the 
criticism and stupid jokes of many people who felt attacked by my decision not to attack my 
fellow beings animals any longer, and in general to stand up to society’s big pressure to 
submit to its rules and habits and whatever lies. 

Since i became vegetarian – or was it even earlier – i became the moral conscience in 
our family, without this ever having been pronounced as such. Later i would recognize this as 
being half-consciously or rather intuitively recognized as Consciousness – or at least as the 
one in the family closest to the depth of Consciousness – instead of ‘just’ the ‘conscience’. In 
fact, especially my brother and mother had this, natural, attitude towards me, my father and 
sister didn’t have this so obviously if at all. When there was some controversial subject in the 
air the heads of my brother and mother turned almost automatically to me, waiting for what i 
would have to say about it, what i would see – or, rather, what the Heart would see-feel – in 
the mist of arguments and opinions and ideas. Until i, much later, Saw what this was in fact 
what was happening here – as i just said, it was beyond what it appeared to be, about 
Consciousness and not about conscience – i resisted having this position in the family, to be 
the conscience. It irritated me rather than made me proud. But at the same time i couldn’t 
deny some aspect of naturalness to it. I had mixed feelings about it. 

In fact, my mother herself was such an extremely good person that sometimes we 
teased her a little calling her ‘the good one’ which she, on her turn, didn’t like at all, and thus 
we ‘managed’ to get her on the border of being angry, which was, in itself, quite an 
achievement. 

Another development that took place in that same period was that i became less of ‘a 
nice good boy’ in the class that i had always been up to then. From the 4th class on it went a 
bit downhill with me in this respect. I started to care less about school and results – well, i 
was never really into that, so far it had been a bit automatic, getting high marks – and i cared 
more about having a good time or even fun with one or more other pupils. Just on time. 
Because for the 4th class i had to choose an A or B package of subjects. Choosing A – which 
would match my talents better: languages and yet with mathematics – meant i would lose my 
two just newly found friends Hessel and Lex who chose B: physics, chemistry, possibly 
biology. Physics was hell for me. And yet, at the last moment that it was still possible, the 
lessons were about to start, i changed my earlier decision from A into B. Two friends, i 
decided last minute, were more important than developing ‘my’ talents at school – talents that 
in the end were not mine anyway but chosen and imposed by the school system that pretended 
we were the ones who had a choice. A spoon-fed choice between A and B. It didn’t take long 
before i saw through the clever lie of this: making people believe that they are the ones who 
choose, but they are just pawns of the game invented by others, the ones in power who 
determine the playing field. 
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Yvette – and all the girls except Lenny – chose A. But i was not much interested in 
Yvette any more. I was now interested in other girls, from the parallel class for instance, also 
choosing A. Yet i felt I’d have a better time with my friends than with girls i didn’t know and 
probably wouldn’t get to know anyway. Again, i was satisfied with my decision. My parents 
always respected the choices of their children and still do, so that was no problem anyway. 
My parents – especially my father – were the first ones to always show me that whatever 
happens, as long as you’re happy it doesn’t matter. Being happy was more important than 
school. Although, he also explained that with a bad schooling i might not get a pleasurable 
job later on. So with this background knowledge he left any further choice up to me. If i saw 
around me all kinds of problems that children or teenagers had with their parents – disrespect, 
manipulation, quarrels and the like – i was happy my parents were, unlike the others, normal. 
In that sense it was of course not so much a matter of happiness that i felt, but i was aware of 
the absence of unhappiness or whatever trouble. I found my situation of no-problem normal. 
No need to be happy – or unhappy – in a normal situation, wherein i could develop naturally, 
whenever this had to happen. I was never pushed or even manipulated slightly in any 
direction that my parents would have wanted me to go. In Love there is no wanting. Wherever 
i would go, they’d be behind me. With this freedom my sister preferred to go from the highest 
form of education, VWO (Athenaeum) to almost the lowest: MAVO. Strange. But no 
problem. And so she did. Thus she was reunited with her friends. And, also, this way she 
didn’t have to hear from the teachers at our school any longer that her brothers performed 
better and didn’t make trouble like she did, which was a form of manipulation that she hated. 

But, as i have said, also the drive in me to have fun started to catch up with being a 
virtuous pupil. My ‘naughtiness’ – i never went too far, since i didn’t want to really hurt or 
upset the teacher in any way – began already at the end of the 3rd class in German class. Our 
kind woman-teacher regularly read from a German book. In that book she sometimes had to 
read “Bellebem Bellebem” and she pronounced this with such a funny, very high pitched 
voice that i and my friend Goofy S. couldn’t help laughing over this. After a few times of 
these “Bellebems”, at which our laughing seemed to double each time, we started to look up 
in the book on our table when the next “Bellebem” would be sung. What an anticipatory 
pleasure we had. At a certain moment she noticed we were laughing about her reading style, 
her “Bellebem” and her head got so very very red that i felt ashamed and sorry about my 
laughing, even though i couldn’t help it. I was her favourite pupil in the class, i felt, often 
getting 10s for my tests, and now i had betrayed her. I really felt awful about this. I shouldn’t 
betray Woman somehow. This was the biggest crime. At least the biggest crime i as ‘man’– 
or boy – could commit. Real laughing without intention to ridicule was a crime, as it hurt 
someone: life seemed a bit complicated sometimes. Although it didn’t really get me down. 

Anyway, this event didn’t stop me from becoming naughty and a little rebellious for 
my remaining years at school. I didn’t understand, however, why pupils couldn’t or didn’t 
want to understand the difference between having fun in itself – during lessons, or outside 
lessons – and teasing the teachers. For me, it was clear. But other pupils seemed to get some 
kind of kick out of it when they managed to upset a teacher. Sometimes i really felt sorry for a 
teacher and almost had to cry, certainly regarding a supply teacher in French who, i felt, was 
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really a good man but whose life in the classroom – let alone the teaching – was made 
impossible by the savages. If by all means the pupils had to act out their dark force on the 
teacher, why didn’t they take on the ‘bad guys’, why on teachers who showed heart and care 
for children as human beings? This brings tears to my eyes still, now. 

Children’s cruelty reminded me again of an event much earlier in my life, when our 
christian neighbour girl Geke took a branch to beat on a young blackbird that had fallen out of 
its nest but was all alive still and apparently not really wounded from the fall. Geke, all very 
suddenly, beat the young bird with, strangely enough, such force and hate – i still see the stick 
going up and down in rapid tempo – that i was utterly shocked and i could not really give this 
event a place in myself. To kill such innocence, without reason... The killer, ‘the child’ that 
many considered innocent and pure… Every Sunday Geke had to go to church and prey and 
sing but christianity, like any other religion, never managed to erase the Dark Force. No 
matter how loud the sheep sang, no matter how full of desire the prayers, no matter how 
strong the belief, no matter how many coins went into the collection bag. 

On quite a few occasions i was sent out of the classroom. For some period pieces of 
clothing were the reason of my being kicked out, a cap, a shawl or whatever. The physics 
teacher was the only one i whole-heartedly disliked. I was quite disgusted with him. Once he 
did some statics experiment and then suddenly said that the material he used was the skin of a 
cat. He added, with a sneer on his face so big that you wouldn’t believe it if i gave you the 
dimensions, that this cat was just not quick enough to avoid the wheels of a car. The class 
roared. My breath stopped. What a fucking bloody asshole. What a senseless, insensitive 
monster. Ugly Dracula. From then on i felt totally justified in fooling around, no matter if he 
was troubled by it or not. In general the pupils were a bit scared of him. He could suddenly 
and radically stop every form of teaching (and breathing) and be petrified and look utterly 
nasty at the class – and i mean utterly. Anyhow, on one day especially there was almost total 
chaos. I cheerfully joined, and may have been one of the worst in fact. I fought with a friend 
who sat in the next row about my shawl. We were both pulling firmly to see who would win, 
if it didn’t break. During that time i and some other pupils had the custom to wear our shawl 
in the classroom; that’s how it ended up there in the first place. In the midst of the chaos 
suddenly the teacher called Klooster (= Monastery) stopped explaining something and turned 
around. His mean mean look. Incredibly quick – one or even half a second – the whole chaos 
had ceased and the class looked like nothing had ever happened there. There was total order, 
except for the fact my shawl was still hanging tightly between the two rows of desks. It was 
the only proof that somewhere in the past there had been a serious turmoil. Klooster looked 
strait at my shawl with a concentration that only he possessed. It lasted a few minutes. What a 
tension in the room. And my shawl innocently hanging there, tight, but still. Then he asked 
“Whose shawl is that?” i put my finger in the air, hoping he wouldn’t take it away from me: it 
had been quite a lot of work to get so many nice braids in it. He was silent again to raise the 
tension in the room even further. Nobody dared to breathe, to look at me nor at the shawl that 
was still hanging there. Then, in a very repressed way, almost inaudible, but it was somehow 
clear what he meant, he whispered: ‘get out’. 
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I took my shawl and stuff and left the classroom, hoping he wouldn’t kick me in my 
ass from the back. If you were kicked out you had to go to the room of the vice-principal. I 
knocked on his door and opened the door. When he saw me he couldn’t resist a smile on his 
face. “So, tell me, what piece of clothing was it this time”. And he chuckled. I got away with 
it easily this time. But after the next few times he had to send me home for a day, which was 
something i was grateful for, since i didn’t really like it any more, that stupid learning factory 
where children were being made duller, more stupid instead of intelligent. There were fifteen 
hundred pupils in the school, all forced to learn different levels of stupidity – with me 
accidentally studying the highest level of stupidity. 

After i had been kicked out of the English lesson for my cap, for not wanting to take 
off my beautiful woollen green-yellow-black cap that my mother had knitted for me, i was fed 
up. I put in the school magazine a call for everyone, all pupils of our school, that the editorial 
board put in the original whole version full-page on the back of it. I called upon my 
schoolmates to not take it any longer being kicked out for wearing an innocent cap. 
Everybody was asked to wear caps the following days out of protest against some teachers’ 
patronizing attitudes and in favour of ‘free clothing’. If you were sent out just let yourself be 
sent out, no problem. If many would be kicked out for this reason then something would 
happen. Indeed, in the next days there were many students wearing caps. And here and there, 
as i observed, there were students being sent away by a teacher. A success. 

 
That summer, when i turned fifteen, a tremendously or even ridiculously beautiful girl 

came to live in our village, near where our family had lived before. My cousin from 
Amsterdam who often stayed at our place – due to the death of his mother a few years earlier 
and also because my uncle, his father, was interested in the wife of the architect two houses 
down who, since the architect’s steady escapade with Brigitte’s mother, seemed available now 
– fell in love with Angelique immediately when he saw her. I didn’t know what to think of 
that. In itself it was totally alright, of course. Only, my cousin was rather a sturdy tough type 
of boy, whereas i was, not so much the opposite, not really a softy, but let’s say something 
indefinable, not of this world it seemed, and anyway not a boy that girls seemed to be 
attracted to. Well, in a way they were attracted, as a matter of fact, even more or more deeply 
than to the sturdy boys, i felt. But somehow we could not give form to that deeper form of 
attraction and love – call it formless attraction, if you like. Whereas the sturdy boys did give a 
form to things with girls – and so easily, it seemed, without any invisible obstacles. Only, 
what? What was it they gave shape to? I didn’t feel any love there. They gave form, just form, 
without love. They touched girls’ bodies, without love, as if girls and their bodies were things 
– ordinary things from their own world, instead of something Other, something Magical from 
another world related to something very delicate, the bridge to the Divine that could not be 
crossed, not yet if this were possible at all. 

Anyway i started to feel the existence of competition in a more direct tangible way 
now. It touched my own existence instead of being just a nice struggle for the best rank for its 
own sake. The earthly fact of competition became clear(er) – related to the fact that i myself 
had come into existence in the mirror when looking at Yvette who was looking at me, and 
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also related to the event when Yvette lay on the ground with Ad. I had to learn that if a girl 
allowed another boy to be with her, to touch her body, this meant she could not be with me 
any more. Something disappears then. It looked as if she can direct her attention only to one 
boy. Notwithstanding the fact that i liked competition, competition with other boys about a 
girl was something i was not at all into. It was just as far from me as sexuality itself was. 
What could i do if a girl went along with the advances of some silly sturdy or big-mouthed 
boy or whatever boy? If nature wanted to lie, what to do, confusing as it seemed to be. I was, 
however, Convinced beyond confusion – although maybe not totally consciously yet but this 
conviction was there as a solid background feeling – that, sooner or later, Truth would win 
anyway. One day justice would come. A girl cannot lie for ever to herself, to ‘Me’, by being 
with a boy she does not truly love, by submitting to a situation where Love doesn’t come by 
Itself just by being together – physically together or not – as was the case with being with 
‘me’. I felt, in my incomprehension of the earthly reality, that just Being me – beyond (going 
into) competition with other boys – should be enough for a girl to recognize the natural fact of 
wanting to be with me, or, rather: of already Being with me. Any act from my side would 
only veil this pure recognition. I should not impress her, amuse her, make her laugh, soften 
her up, chat her up, touch her just like that, conquer her, distract her, try to get her attention, 
and not even want or desire her. ‘I Itself’ should be enough. Nature should be enough. Earthly 
acts, interference, attempts to influence, could not add anything to what Was Already So, to 
what had already been Decided on a deeper level. They could only destroy. 

I don’t think i really was in love with Angelique as my cousin said to me he was. But 
anyway and beyond myself, i felt very attracted and felt an inner drive to see her. 
Unfortunately – as far as this was concerned – i was going to school in another place, not to 
the local school she attended. 

I was not really part of the village any more – well, i never was truly, i had always 
been ‘strange’ to the boys and girls of the village, different, elusive, not interesting and yet 
interesting at the same time. Not long before that period i had finally even left the local 
football club for this reason, my ‘otherness’, although i really liked to play football. I could no 
longer absorb and process the gross energies of the other boys there. It started taking too 
much effort and it took away the pleasure of playing football itself. I didn’t feel any 
judgement against the local football fellows in all this; it was just an acknowledgement of a 
growing consciousness that saw what had always already been the case, that we didn’t fit 
together, me being always naturally repulsed – being repulsed not being the same as 
condemning something – by their roughness and way of talking, which seemed to me to be an 
indigestible dialect that i sometimes didn’t understand and they talked in a bit nasty and in 
any case blunt manner.2 In other words, i was far from ready to Meet the Lower, Dark side of 
life. First, in me, the Heart needed to become Clear as the Source and only Haven; first 

                                                
2 Ah, most village boys were not bad after all, at least not if you met them individually. In a group, 

however, soon or immediately some nasty atmosphere showed up that i could not digest or relax in, 
indeed. But this phenomenon, that children, people, are or behave different in a group from how 
they are or behave individually, is the same with boys from a city, of course. 
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Consciousness needed to Grow before i could Descend into the Dark without getting 
overwhelmed, overburdened, confused, if not eaten alive. I continued playing volleyball 
where the atmosphere was better, breathable. And i also started to play – quite fanatically – 
table tennis, a great sport if you do it whole-heartedly and whole-bodily. Table tennis is 
certainly one of the sports in which it happens that some people go over the border of being 
whole-‘heartedly’ fanatic – or of being bad losers: a few times i played against someone who, 
as the story goes, at another occasion took his opponent by the head and banged it against the 
wall. Yes, taking part in sport is quite relaxing. Despite the guy’s attempt to increase the 
atmosphere he was taken out of the competition. Judo, by the way, was a sports i had 
practised too for a short period in my earlier youth but it turned out not to be my thing. 

More important here was the fact that my decision to leave the football scene behind 
was, next to my decision to become a vegetarian in that same period, another sign of taking 
my inner feeling and knowing seriously and responding to it. My distinction became stronger. 

During the first year of secondary school in the other place, Assen, i already lost all 
contacts with my former schoolmates of primary school, even with my best friend Benne 
who, of all professions, became a military man later. I didn’t care at all about losing all 
contacts with the villagers. Because Angelique was attending the small MAVO-school in 
Vries – MAVO is advanced elementary education – this loss meant however that i could only 
get a glance of her if i was lucky and she was coincidentally at the swimming pool when i was 
there. For the rest, all i could do was bike to where she lived. I got this information about her 
house from my three years younger sister, i guess. She was more into village-life than me. 
Often in those days you could see me biking through my old neighbourhood – especially 
passing Angelique’s house, of course, and back – without any apparent goal, senselessly in a 
way. Well, was it senseless to get a glimpse of Angelique’s outpouring beauty? I had no idea. 
Was it senseless to try to make her see me, if only just see me, so that she would at least be 
aware of my existence? After the latter happened, whatever would happen or would not 
happen was what had to happen. It was up to her, in a way, whether she was interested in me 
or not. But at least she must have seen me. 

And, indeed, by continuing to bike around in her place, i finally managed to make her 
see me at least with her physical eyes. I didn’t notice too much happening in her in that brief 
looking into each other’s eyes, but for two seconds she examined me, almost intimately, this 
new boy. Some concentration appeared suddenly in her eyes which she then let go. God, she 
was utterly beautiful! Nothing like that had ever appeared in our village before. With her long 
curly dark blonde hair falling over her naked back at the local swimming pool and reaching 
her buttocks almost. With her very refined face. With her way of walking totally erect and 
still entirely relaxed. And trying to look back, also her body was very nicely shaped, perfectly 
if you wish. Only, i didn’t look at female bodies yet. That would take some decades still. 

To be honest, i didn’t know her at all. I had no clue if i would like her, in the face of 
her raging beauty. Or was this splendour enough in itself? Wasn’t it her task to be a nice girl 
as well? Could i just be happy with her for her beauty? All of this was strange. Something 
must have happened in me. Never before had i been i so obviously attracted to a girl’s 
beautiful appearance, or to whatever apparently Female source this outer beauty sprouted 
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from. Well, Yvette also had – before she cut off her hair – a lovely and beautiful appearance, 
but i must admit that Angelique didn’t have anything of the ‘elf’ that i saw in Yvette. There 
was something else. She had a queenliness in or over her that was totally embedded in – or, as 
i am tempted to write: that existed ‘as’ – unconsciousness. Not that she was not aware of the 
fact that many boys felt attracted to her, but on a deeper level… she was the Queen of 
Unconsciousness. That doesn’t make her stupid. That’s not the same. Allowing 
Unconsciousness’ Natural Attraction to (Man’s) Consciousness is not stupid at all; it is part of 
a Deeper Intelligence. This didn’t take away the fact that Angelique’s Body was empty, 
devoid of Heart, devoid of Consciousness – empty, even though unconscious forces had free 
play with regard to her Body and occupied it as long as there was no Man, as long as there 
was no Love from above. The earth was a potential. And in Angelique’s case the form was 
perfectly created. At this time life still was awaiting – life that only the Heart could provide. 
It’s true, that didn’t hold true only for Angelique. 

Was this the first ‘wrongness’ in my life – at least in the area of man and woman? 
Was my purity defiled now that i felt attracted to Woman’s seducing beauty without knowing 
who or What lay behind it – or below? Or was this attraction still part of the same purity? 
Was it a lie of Society, of Woman – these are the same in the end, if Man hadn’t existed – that 
men were not supposed to fall for the beautiful woman? Was i just discovering nature in 
another way than before, when only pure love seemed to exist without form, without any 
relevance of form to it? Wasn’t that part of man’s task or ordeal in the end to let himself be 
seduced by Woman’s beauty – even if it was deluding, indeed – because otherwise 
Consciousness would not be willing to Enter the Dark Caves of Unconsciousness, and 
humanity would thus never make a serious progress as far as his development in 
Consciousness on an earthly Level is concerned, and, wholly related, Man and Woman would 
therefore for ever stay separate on the earth, in the world of form? 

Anyway, and fortunately or not, i never really met or spoke with Angelique, so my 
possible ‘wrongness’ couldn’t manifest yet. I didn’t get much further than being a potential 
criminal. The crossing of the eyes was as far as we could get, this time. 

‘Life was still awaiting’, i wrote… and didn’t show up after all. Much much later i 
saw her picture. A picture is not a picture. It is not just a form. Neutral feeling-attuning to 
what is beyond the lines of the form and what they seem to hide, reveals the real state. From 
her current appearance i didn’t have to think twice about it: there was no Life. The Man 
hadn’t Come. She was taken and overwhelmed by normal ‘life’ and filled by life’s heaviness 
and heartlessness and ugliness. There was no promise, not a drop of beauty any more. Maya, 
the Deluding Force, had taken Her real appearance. The picture showed that Woman’s ovaries 
cannot See in the Dark (yet) and can only concentrate on finding or hoping for the right man – 
and the motives of the ovaries go their own way here and do certainly not come from (the 
same sphere as) the motiveless Heart. Without Consciousness, when Consciousness is not 
manifesting in a man, it is difficult to find ‘the right man’. In the village Consciousness was 
hard to find. The potential Filling of her empty Body hadn’t happened. Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness hadn’t Met. It was the same old story. ‘She’ – or: the Force of 
Unconsciousness – had successfully seduced a man in Her world of Form, of 
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Unconsciousness – a piece of cake in Angelique’s case – and the man had become part of it. 
There was no Real Meeting, since for a Meeting Two are Needed. There had been a 
consumption of dead flesh, leaving aside for now whether the man consumed her body, she 
his, or both each other’s body. 

Also my cousin didn’t manage to meet Angelique. He was the object though of 
another girl, Jenny, who fell in love with him, a girl with short hair that i therefore couldn’t 
recognize as girl somehow. It was more like a boy. She hung around my sister and her 
girlfriends – and, through that, was sort of a forced friend – although nobody really liked her. 
In itself, she might not have been too bad, but she was difficult to be with somehow in her 
restlessness, fuss and something she displayed that was not she somehow. Often we avoided 
her or, when it was too late, when she had managed to be in our company, we wanted to get 
rid of her. My cousin Wolter anyway didn’t like at all the good news that she had for him, that 
she had fallen in love with him. She bugged him a lot with it and he had to reject her. Wolter 
was more direct in such affairs than me. “Leave me alone, dirty drab” was his honest 
response, which he had to repeat many times even though it had to be with variations on this 
same theme. He knew so many swear words and names that it can be easily forgiven that he 
always forgot which ones he used the last time. 

How he dealt with Jenny was shocking to me, but totally natural at the same time. 
Also the fact that i didn’t really like her either made it somewhat easier to bear. I was far less 
direct in the way i expressed myself concerning relationships between people. I always felt, 
before things were said, the reaction of the person, the pain of their rejected feelings in this 
case. Unlike my cousin who didn’t give a shit about a girl’s pain – if there was pain, then that 
was obviously her problem, not his at all – i didn’t feel separate from other people though and 
i found these things difficult. 

In the 2nd class i had an experience with a girl who, during a trip of ‘project work’, 
suddenly rushed forward to walk next to me. And then she started saying how much she liked 
this and that and whatever else in me. So far so good. I didn’t mind, although it was quite 
unusual what she said. But then she asked if i also liked her. My cousin’s repertoire was 
something i was not acquainted with yet, and if i had been i couldn’t have used it as i didn’t 
feel at all like being mean to her. I didn’t dislike her; she was a nice girl. But i didn’t have any 
special feelings for her, which she was hoping for. I blocked due to this question. I was not 
prepared to bring pain to this world, let alone to a girl. And the longer my answer failed to 
appear the bigger the tension became. Finally – as i found i had to tell her the truth – i 
stumbled something like “I like you too… but it’s not with special feelings to you”. 

Boy, life started to become complicated like this when boy and girl didn’t keep their 
safe distance any longer but started to approach each other. Why didn’t Yvette say those 
sweet things to me? Why the wrong one? Unhappy with the situation, with the pain i had to 
give to Lenny i went on with the trip – Lenny unhappy, me unhappy too. I might have been 
soft in my approach, my cousin didn’t know the word soft. After a year of being confronted 
again and again with Jenny – he’d rather kill himself than go along with her advances – he 
came to the conclusion that he had to become harder in his approach, as she still didn’t give 
up and it had already been going on for a couple of years. One day the rain was pouring down 
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like hell. We were inside, my sister, Brigitte, Wolter, Jenny and me. Jenny was bugging 
Wolter again. She asked if she could do something to please him, she’d do anything. Wolter 
looked outside and laughed. His favourite food was called ‘Raider’, some chocolate bar with 
caramel. He said: “I would like a raider”. That would mean one and a half kilometre walk 
through some kind of a hell, buy the stupid thing at the cafeteria and walk one and a half 
kilometre back through the same damned shower. After a moment of doubt, when looking 
through the window and then to Wolter, she exclaimed loudly: “I’ll do it!” with such a force 
behind it, as if she just made the decision of her life and everything would change now, for 
better or for worse. 

 Jenny left and after some joking about the whole thing we had almost forgotten about 
her, when one and a half hour later i seemed to hear some vague shout outside through all the 
noise of the rain that was still pouring down. I looked outside and down there at the street 
below stood Jenny, totally wet from top to toe. It was almost beautiful how she stood there – 
if it wasn’t her that is. She wet all over and almost exhausted but with great dedication and 
with her last bit of energy she shouted “I got it! i got the raider! Wolter i got it!” 
Contemptuously Wolter looked down at the drama outside. And after a while, after first 
conferring with us, he was suddenly fed up with the whole situation and opened the window 
and shouted, half angrily half laughing to her: “I don’t want it any more. Stick it up your ass. 
Get lost. You can’t come in any more.” 

I failed to judge my cousin in any sense for this. It struck me that this was reality. I 
had been there to see how during the past years the development towards the final kick had 
taken place. It had to go this way. Another victim of the boy and girl drama. But i could not 
help but notice that the one-sided ‘love’ of Jenny for my cousin had absolutely nothing to do 
with Love, not with Love as i knew it to be anyhow. I didn’t feel any softness in her when she 
thought or spoke about her beloved, only the hardness of greed. I had to learn that there 
seemed to be different forms of ‘love’, or of attraction. 

The raider kick was what finally helped and Jenny’s love trip on Wolter stopped. 
Wolter was happy, i was not. From that moment on she projected her greedy desire on to me. 
She said she had fallen in love with me now. There was no in between time, no time to heal 
the wound. There was no wound in fact. The projection just went from one person over to the 
next one. God, this was bad news. Since i had fallen in love with Yvette something dawned in 
me in the background: that i had come to love. I had come to love but i had to face the 
monster. 

After a while i started to feel like my cousin: it was her problem, not mine. She 
couldn’t do anything to me after all. Although she bugged me regularly with it, at least she 
didn’t chase me physically like Luna. Well, it seemed like i was relatively safe. I had to face a 
new kind of problem, however, that i hadn’t seen before. Like every year the fair came to the 
village. This meant teenagers hanging around at the bumper cars in the evenings. I went there 
sometimes, for no good reason but the vague expectation that maybe ‘something’ might 
happen there, you never know. There was a form of movement, a moving of forms from one 
place to the other, that happened only two times a year. I found it wasteful to spend my 
money on a ride on the bumper cars, although a few times i had a ride. More often i took a 
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ride in the giant’s stride: there i could test my developing physical strength and skills. 
Holding on my arms i moved out of the seat a bit with my buttocks and, while the stride was 
turning, tried to touch the ground with my foot so that I’d fly high through the air afterwards. 
I liked that a lot, in general i liked my body to be challenged. In principle i preferred to spend 
my money on stamps and comic books – although it wouldn’t take that long for collecting 
stamps to come to an end, and also in reading comic books i was less and less interested. But, 
even when saving most of my pocket money, i had recently found another way of spending 
some money: buying gramophone records. 

I loved music. In that period halfway through the seventies i listened to and bought 
music of the Sweet, Rod Stewart (because of ‘Sailing’), David Bowie (“Low” was the first 
record i bought for myself), Kate Bush, my ‘youth sin’ ABBA, the Dutch band Golden 
Earring, especially their Live album, Status Quo, Fleetwood Mac and what became my 
favourite band Heart (Dreamboat Annie and Little Queen, and then every next album). Queen 
was a good second. Even if i had wanted to, i couldn’t put Queen in first place any longer, 
since it turned out to be Jenny’s favourite band. She was crazy about them – and luckily she 
was more ‘in love’ with the great composer, singer and piano player of Queen Freddie 
Mercury than with me. I was now the seemingly possible substitute for him in the real world. 
Somewhat later Pink Floyd also became a favourite, along with Peter Frampton, and further 
The Sparks, Argent, and quite many more. Solo artists i loved were John Lennon, Cat 
Stevens, Bob Dylan (mainly Desire somehow), Donavan… 

With my sister and Jenny i walked or rather hung around at the bumper cars. Usually 
there were clans, groups of tough boys which i always avoided as much as possible. The 
atmosphere around such boys groups had always been repulsive to me, it seemed, even before 
i was born. This time i couldn’t avoid one clan, “the Tynaarlo City boys”, as they called 
themselves. Tynaarlo was two kilometres from Vries and even smaller. The village had less 
than one thousand inhabitants, mainly farmers and some other lost people. The whole gang 
walked straight up to me, with no intention to walk past, it seemed. Immediately the 
atmosphere became heavy. There was pressure in the air. Their leader stopped right in front of 
me, with the rest of the group on stand-by two meters behind him, just in case their boss 
didn’t do what was apparently necessary, and would need a hand. Roggel looked straight in 
my eyes. Not only did he feel confident with his lads behind him, he also looked furious. I 
had already learned that boys groups sometimes pick out some boy and beat him to a pulp just 
like that, for no reason. I was brought up by my parents with the safe knowledge that there’s a 
reason for everything. I had no time though to be happy and feel safe in this knowledge since 
Roggel the leader was shouting in my face. I might not always be lucky: my guardian angels 
might not always be noticed by the boys if they had sunk too far into unconsciousness. Ah, it 
was weekend anyway; guardian angels also need a day off now and then.  

“Kiekniesodom!”  
This was dialect for “Kijk niet zo dom”, meaning “Don’t look so stupid”. 
I didn’t seem to manage to look better upon his invitation – but, true, he didn’t give 

me much time to improve my looks either – as he roared again, now using his whole body, 
including all his face muscles to support his point of view: “Kiekniesodom!!!”. It was like he 
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puked the words out, as if something had been stuck in his throat, stomach or belly and it had 
to come out finally. I felt his aggression through my whole body. With wide-spread legs, like 
in westerns, the three helpers came a bit closer around him, all of them wearing those tough 
boots that i didn’t like. Their bodies were ready and poised for action. Their faces looked 
grim, with a similar kind of smile i knew of boys who were about to say something that had 
something to do with sexuality, but even meaner. The whole scene was ridiculous. I was not a 
cowboy type at all, with my prince-like appearance, soft skin and innocent look. But if they 
supposed we were in a kind of western it wouldn’t be of any help that i estimated the situation 
very differently. 

Roggel got increasingly upset and furious, now that i seemed to bluntly refuse to 
follow his order not to look so stupid any more and to stop teasing him that way. I admit that i 
hadn’t seen such an outpouring of ugliness before. But i couldn’t change my looks anyway. I 
was born into another world than he. 

“Kiekniesodom!!!”. 
At this moment Jenny, feeling-estimating the current situation, tried to pull me away 

from the scene by my clothes. She whispered in my ear: i have to get out of there as soon as 
possible since the boss, a guy from her school, was in love with her and was jealous. This was 
really dangerous. I didn’t get it, how someone could be in love with Jenny but i let myself be 
escorted by the girls, away from the “Tynaarlo City boys”. Roggel was still furious though – 
certainly now that he saw that his beloved whispered in my ear and walked away with me – 
so he attacked me from the back. I didn’t see him coming as i walked away with my back 
turned to him nor could i have heard him because of the crazy loud noise of the music 
installation. I felt a huge pain in my anus. He had kicked me with the point of his boot – a 
fashion in that time, boots with points instead of round ending – right in my anus. In a way it 
was just, his kick. It should not join such rural affairs, not let myself be persuaded by a girl, 
Jenny, that i don’t want to be with. 

A next kick i was able to evade – i was very flexible and quick, my teacher at primary 
school had always needed more time to hit me, the last pupil, with the ball – and thus 
Roggel’s kick was left strangely hanging in the air. It looked ridiculous and Roggel made a 
fool of himself. The boys around him could not help laughing. And somehow this seemed to 
make him stop attacking me. 

The whole affair was crazy to me. What did this all have to do with love, if once it 
started with love, indeed? My experience of love was so radically different from what such a 
guy but also, for instance, Jenny seemed to be occupied with, that i could not even compare it. 
It was from another world. If their world was called love, my love was something completely 
different. Or the other way round: if my world was constituted of love theirs wasn’t. Even if i 
was touched by Angelique’s beautiful appearance, it was still part of a kind of soft world 
beyond the obvious world of hard forms, a world in which my beloved and i were already 
One, even if the form of the other seemed somewhere else, a world in which aggression like 
the kind i had just experienced didn’t seem to exist. It was not one against the other. It was a 
world in which Nature would take shape sooner or later instead of manipulating reality into a 
direction of what i or someone else seemed to want. 
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And what a stupid sequence was going on in this world of ‘love’ or whatever it was. 
My cousin Wolter in ‘love’ with Angelique. Jenny with him. Then she turns to me out of 
frustration. I’m not in love with Jenny though but, by then, with Windala. And Roggel is in 
love with Jenny – and blaming and even attacking me for the fact that i am with Jenny even 
though i’m not, this being the last thing on earth I’d want. Jenny has to save the one who hurts 
her for not responding to her ‘love’. What a mess. 

I didn’t think about this any further, didn’t feel at all like belonging in any sense to 
this silly sequence, this chain of unanswered loves. I didn’t care so much about the aspect of 
love being unanswered. Somehow i just didn’t belong to this entire world of stupidities that 
they called love. How, for example, could i ever attack a guy who seems to be with the girl i 
love? How far something like this was from me. If a response could be expected from me at 
all, it would rather be to, sooner or later and by staying truthful and honest, show my beloved 
that she was deluded in choosing or going along with the advances of some silly tough or soft 
guy while i exist, her Love. And by that i don’t mean ‘me’ as the best alternative or choice, 
the best example, but ‘me’ as (the carrier of) Something provoking Contact with something 
Deep in her that makes her completely Silent. It would rather be to prove to her that she was 
lying to herself, to her heart, unfaithful to her deeper nature. I would show her i cannot win 
over this – strange or stupid, and limited – reality here on earth, but i am beyond this reality, 
stronger in the end. The Love, i felt, was stronger, more worthwhile, than the accidental facts 
that somehow must happen in the world. They could take away ‘my’ girl, not ‘my’ Love. 

But such a possible response would still need three decades to ripen, to be formulated. 
At the time i was just silent about the mess of ‘boys and girls’, which i only slowly started to 
become aware of and still in a very limited way. I began to open my mouth about 
wrongdoings in the world of school, of society, of politics. About ‘wrongness’ in the world of 
love, as far as i was in touch with it, i couldn’t speak. I felt. I couldn’t speak. 

 
Two years later Roggel caught me with ‘his’ girlfriend again – Jenny still didn’t want 

to be with him, which showed a faithfulness that made me easier on her. I had already begun 
practicing with my band Hemisphere, in the clubhouse of youth work. At the break of a 
rehearsal i was outside with my sister and Jenny when we saw Roggel and one of his friends 
coming around the church. They had drunk alcohol in the cafeteria Timtim and Roggel was 
again very angry and aggressive. This time when he shouted at me and threatened me i felt 
like challenging him in return, however. Something in me was fed up with this monster. I 
walked a bit in his direction and called him bad names, although not loudly, not with full 
power. I remember especially my look. It was very present and, unlike the person i seemed to 
be, aggressive. Roggel’ aggression was contaminating somehow. At this point he broke a 
bottle of beer by hitting it against the wall and turned the remaining half a few times around 
in his hand to show what he would do with me when he got to me. He threw the thing at me. 
And he broke a next one. This was when my sister and Jenny pushed me inside. I refused a bit 
to cooperate with this procedure but they managed to get me inside and locked the door 
behind us. He was just too dangerous that guy, and the alcohol didn’t improve things in this 
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respect. Blindness was highly dangerous. He wouldn’t have stopped by his ‘own’ will, not 
because of a thought that he might have to go to jail if he had seriously wounded or killed me. 

 
Occupying myself with Angelique in my mind and heart didn’t last too long, just a 

few months that summer. What was and felt more important to me somehow was falling in 
love with Windala, a girl rather inconspicuous, not so strikingly beautiful as Angelique, but 
having her own subtle modest beauty. The love for her would last for the next three years. It 
was always there, at least somewhere in the background, whatever happened meanwhile. ‘In 
the background’, as she was not of my class and it was therefore even more difficult to 
approach her, if i had been able to. My experience says that this latter addition is annoying for 
many people, especially women. They might get impatient with me and urge me to finally do 
something or they will give up on me, lose interest, as often indeed happened in reality. 
Whether it is annoying or not, reality is as it is. Life, if you look deeper into it, is not so 
simple. We’re not simply living in the world of form, one human form being totally separate 
or disconnected from the other. In that limited view one form can approach another form if it 
wants to have that form for him or herself. Although many seemed to live like this, i have 
never known this form of self-obsession in my life. I was always embedded in a wider or 
deeper reality, including the direct surrounding where my life seemed to take place. 

It was never about me – well, mostly not. And certainly not when it comes to love, to 
relationship, wherein by Nature it is obvious that it cannot be about me, but it is about Love. 
If it came to girls – or later, and more obviously, to women – i always functioned as a 
reflection of their – for the greatest part unconscious – natural pull to ‘me’, i mean in general 
to a boy or man who would, finally, totally, with all his Heart, love and embrace them, that is 
including all their fears, sorrow, difficulties, darkness, feelings of separation, of incapability 
to love. Naturally being so very well attuned to their state i could, since the Duality of ‘boy 
and girl’ had been born out of Oneness, easily fall in love with a girl. But also, and this is 
relevant here, i could feel, much better than other boys could – if they felt anything at all in 
this respect – the girls’ or women’s resistance to allow their natural pull to a boy or to Man in 
general, to allow their love for Man to take on a form here on earth. If i hadn’t felt this 
resistance so strongly, this fear in woman and girls, their staying safe but lonely behind some 
kind of invisible wall, i could have just gone to them and have said: ‘here i am’. Or i could 
have even said nothing. No words were needed. I would have simply taken a girl’s hand in 
mine, we would have walked away to god knows where and had been re-united and happy, 
ever hereafter. 

But reality on earth is not like this. Woman’s resistance to Man is – by Divine Nature 
– huge. And only some men and women who are not in a dream world but who are able to 
and do Feel, know what i mean by this. Especially the men who don’t (want to) feel a damn 
can easily go to a woman – or are ordered to do so by their seed and her ovaries – and make 
‘contact’. But, because they do not make contact, in fact – because they do not Feel, and 
without Feeling Contact is very limited if it deserves this name at all – nothing happens, at 
least not anything that is True; nothing of Love happens. Only forms are being exchanged in 
the world of form; even making ‘love’ is an example of this exchange of form, of energy. If 
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Man doesn’t (wholly) Feel Woman nothing happens. There’d be a dead relationship, based on 
energy, on sexual attraction in the Dark, or possibly, and more rare, even on attractions of a 
‘higher’ level of consciousness. For boys – or men – who by their nature do Feel a girl or 
woman, who are (more) one with her, it’s by nature difficult to approach a girl or woman. 
From the beginning they already feel her resistance and her yet unexpressed, unenlightened 
Female Darkness and before they make a move in her direction they already start feeling 
strange, a bit (or more) sick, even if (or, in fact, especially if) they’re very sensitive and more 
bodily conscious. 

What woman wants a sick man – even if it would be a projection taking a bodily-
energetic form? What woman wants to face and feel her own sickness of heart – which can be 
actually felt in the chest – by allowing a man who feels this sickness before her and, whether 
he likes this or not, makes her feel the same? In the world of form, Woman – or at least one 
Side of Her – seems to like a man who just doesn’t seem to care about and simply pierces 
right through her resistance, who seems to take her beyond her resistance that she also feels 
like a never ending invisible burden and a stuck un-feelable pain, a man who just conquers 
her and she doesn’t have to worry about a thing, everything has been taken care of. However, 
on just a bit deeper level of reality he doesn’t really Take her. Instead, he’s just not Aware of 
Her, not Aware of Her resistance, not Aware of Her feelings, not Aware of anything. He can 
stand with a straight back in Woman’s Pain– which is very attractive – as he is not aware of 
her hidden pain and resistance; he doesn’t make Contact with it, he’s unconscious. 

It’s a pity for Woman(’s favourite Side of Herself) who likes a simple solution to 
‘herself’, but no, it is not the strong fearless man who easily dares to approach a woman: it is 
the unconscious, insensitive, un-Feeling man who does this. When a more conscious Feeling 
man approaches a woman, she, in the Presence and the Mirror of Consciousness, starts feeling 
herself, which is something that, on the normal level of daily life, of manifestation, she 
doesn’t like – even though in the end this is what She Wants. Women who like to live – 
seemingly safe – in Unconsciousness, will be with an unconscious man who doesn’t feel her 
and therefore doesn’t and cannot allow her the Space that is needed to feel herself, to become 
Conscious of herself and Conscious in general. 

The more or, let’s say, deeper Love a man has to give to Woman and the greater his 
Embrace of Her in his Heart, the more difficult and complex it is to manifest himself on an 
Earthly Level. It’s truly an Ordeal to Manifest Himself as this Love, to Manifest Himself in 
and as her. Not saying She will be fulfilled by it in any relevant way, but still, the less Love 
(a) man has to give, if man’s energy is bereft of Love, the easier Woman can handle him and 
their relationship and seemingly allow him to enter her: there is nothing anyway that can 
seriously trigger her, that can make things difficult on a deeper level. In my case, the amount 
and depth of Love that, simply on the grounds of ‘my’ Nature, i need to and can give is – to 
stay modest – big… certainly if it is compared to what the common man has to offer to 
Woman in this respect. In fact, it is limitless. The resistance of woman to (a Heart-man like) 
me is in principle not bigger than to other men, but it merely seems so: in this Love Woman’s 
Natural Resistance to Man is simply coming (much) more to the Light. As Anca said (and 
who i met) much much later, her resistance to (a) man only comes – and needs to come – to 
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the surface when he is a serious candidate for being the Man she as Woman Recognizes as 
Such. Why bother with the common man and his crumbs of love…? 

I’ve never lost contact with the World of the Heart and this same Heart can understand 
that woman was – or still is – impatient with me. When, if this Love that Woman has always 
been waiting for on Earth is here in ‘me’, in this Heart, do i finally, obviously, perceptibly, 
manifest this Love here on earth in Her? I’m only Faithful to the Heart. This is my 
Faithfulness to Woman, to Her Essence, to the Divine Woman. The Heart needs time on 
earth, a lot of time, to Feel all the Pain related to Woman’s – that is including men’s – leaving 
Man’s Heart. I cannot submit to Her impatience or whatever subtle or obvious form of 
manipulation. It is my Nature as Man to Be only Faithful to the Deepest Depth in Her. I’m the 
Opposite of the many (men) who, unconsciously or seemingly consciously, please Her in 
order to have supposed access to (and thus have influence in and on) the world of matter, via 
Woman’s Body, which is a good way for a man to get shipwrecked on the rocks. The Selfless 
cannot be manipulated. 

Whereas Woman is impatient – unconsciously aware of Her fundamental human Pain, 
of the burden of the Darkness of Form she carries inside Her belly, in the ovaries and the 
womb – Man is patient in His Nature. He Knows things take time. The mind moves fast 
without time; the earth – or: Form – is resistant though. Woman is, on the grounds of Her 
original Dual nature, Associated with the Earth, with Form, with its natural resistance. 

I took and take over Woman’s closed Heart and therefore i couldn’t speak any more 
and still, although i have learned and adjusted myself, have difficulty speaking during more 
recent meditations of the closed Heart. I could only have spoken if i had left the Heart, like 
most people ‘do’ to a large or most radical extent. But i couldn’t do that. Taking over the 
closed Heart doesn’t mean that, thus, i would leave the Heart. As Heart – in Consciousness – i 
take over the pain of the Heart that is closed and has unconsciously contracted itself into 
form-consciousness, even when this deep human Process didn’t occur so consciously yet 
when i was a teenager boy. To Manifest Itself the Heart cannot get around Consciousness, but 
the preparations as a boy were (a necessary) part of the same Love that was already getting 
more and more active, triggered, challenged, perceptible. Anyhow, it was not and would not 
become my way to merely stay present as Formless Consciousness (taking on whatever 
forms), to merely See and possibly feel the Pain of the closed Heart in a totally detached way. 
Love in Its Purity is not detached, nor attached to attachment. It doesn’t choose. It Reflects 
and Responds to the Longing for the Heart. 

Only by Consciously Allowing the pain of the closed Heart ‘my’ and in general Man’s 
Heart would and will be Brought Down to Earth – no matter how slow and gradual this 
Process goes – thus Creating the Space for a situation in which the Heart Overrules, 
Outshines the cramp of the illusions about form here on earth, the cramp of denying or 
forgetting Love, the Heart. 

Woman’s impossible dilemma is easy to describe – even though the dual reality looks 
more complex in its many variations through which the overview usually gets lost. One Side 
of Her just wants to be ‘nicely’ with a man who doesn’t feel so much. This gives her a 
relatively easy but empty (and also inwardly restless) life, which means an empty-hearted, 
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cold-hearted life in which her (supposed) form-needs are (more easily) met, in which the man 
she has chosen is unable, impotent in cleaning the potential mirror that he is and she doesn’t 
need to look into it. The Other, Deeper, Side wants to be with a man who does make (or, 
rather, allows) contact, who feels her in his Heart and Body and, functioning as her clear(er) 
mirror, provides her – as viewed from the egoic perspective, at least – with a difficult and 
more obviously painful life yet embedded in and finding rest in the Heart. The first Side in 
Woman Wants to keep the Pain – that is there anyway – in the Dark of Her Unconsciousness; 
the Deeper Side, the one in Love with Man, the one in which this Love for Man Outshines the 
fear of being Conscious of Pain, is (not looking forward to it, but still) cooperating in letting 
this Pain arise in Awareness via the Presence of Man’s Heart, so that it can return in His Heart 
and doesn’t rule over Her in the Dark any more as it usually does every moment in her life. 

It seemed i was in a process of making a little progress in the world of form, in 
bridging the gap to the strange world of ‘girl’. Unlike in my platonic love affair with Yvette – 
and, it is true, not before again quite some time had passed wherein nothing happened during 
my new platonic ‘love-affair’ except for love raging on – i ‘already’ began to think about 
ways how to approach Windala, how to get closer. In particular things i could say to her came 
to my mind. I could, in theory, say those things, for example, when i crossed her path ‘by 
accident’, when i noticed she had gone to the toilet and with a perfect timing i would also go 
to the toilet, even though to the other one, the men’s toilet. When she would come out of the 
toilets, i would be just on my way to mine. Only, in practice these plans – that i had picked up 
from the air and borrowed from Woman’s strategic behaviour – didn’t work out somehow. If i 
did manage to cross her path, i couldn’t say anything. The words just wouldn’t come out and 
they were utterly stupid anyway. God, what a terrible phoney i would find myself being if i 
had to lie to her, to say something stupid just to make contact with her and to improve the 
chances of further closer contact. If anything at all, i just wanted to say: “I like you” or, 
maybe, “I’d like to be with you.” I didn’t want to give a liar to a girl i loved. I’d hate that. But 
somehow, intuitively – and, later, based on experience – i knew that a girl didn’t like a boy 
being so direct with her. She feels invaded by the direct truth. By first talking about nothing in 
particular she wants to gain time to feel him, to test him how he’s doing, to see if he’s 
potentially interesting enough to allow him to be near her. I could not do this. Talking about 
nothing was something i have never managed to do or learn. I was always – and am still – 
very bad at that. 

I couldn’t overcome this apparent dilemma: being and giving myself, my truth, and 
greatly reduce if not completely lose the chance of any further contact – or: lying to her and 
granting her time to find out if she perhaps wanted to be with this liar. Nonetheless, with 
some luck, ‘i’ made some progress. I saw Giel Factory, a classmate of mine, talking with her 
group of girlfriends – the group of five which very much hindered my possible attempts at 
getting closer to Windala. I hardly ever caught her alone. She was totally wrapped round by if 
not caught in that sticky girls’ nest. But now i had a chance to ask Giel about her, if he knew 
her or something about her. Yes, he did and he gave me her name, Windala, and he knew she 
lived in a village in the opposite direction from where i lived. I had a good taste, Giel said, 
she was a nice girl. God, how i appreciated it in Giel that i could talk about a girl i liked and 
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not be stupidly laughed at. Finally, there was some breath in the cramp around ‘boys and 
girls’. He stayed serious during our brief conversation, even though a smile stayed always on 
his lips. 

The information didn’t bring me any closer to Windala, however. It was just 
information. No form could bring me closer to Woman or Woman closer to me. No form 
could let Woman return into the Heart of Man. Only a miracle. The Heart is the – only – 
miracle. And, as i said, the Heart is patient. 

 
In the meantime, life went on. I discovered dancing. Brigitte, my sister and i danced to 

music in my brother’s bedroom – not contradicting the fact that most activities i did with my 
brother and not with girls. He was exactly one year and two third years older than me and he 
had the biggest room and, interestingly, he had been given the old pick-up from my parents. 
We danced especially to Abba and Golden Earring, sometimes to Queen, Heart and the 
Sweet. Although i liked bodiless activities like doing sums and being busy with my stamp 
collection i liked, at least as much, activities in which my whole body was involved. Dancing 
was great for this, the best thing as a matter of fact. It was totally free beyond any structure, 
whereas in sports for instance you couldn’t go as crazy as you could dancing. In this activity 
of free dancing i could give a form to the craziness of this world of form, in a way that 
seemed to be or carried the prospect of releasing my body from the cramp that my body 
associated with by meeting people who were not aware of the craziness and stuck-ness and 
hardness of the world and got unconsciously lost in it. The harder people tried to behave and 
act normal the crazier they were, and the more craziness i had to let out from my body if i met 
them and it was impossible to avoid them. They were everywhere: a parent who opened the 
door, the people working in shops, the teachers at school, but also teenagers were already full 
of this cramp, even children. 

In my early youth, when i was 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 years old (and later to a lesser extent) and 
out of this same motive of trying to cope with it all, trying to release, in a physical-energetic 
way, cramps that i couldn’t but take in my body since i had entered the earthly plane, i acted 
very ‘strange’ quite a lot. I made or rather allowed many crazy movements and sounds. 
Sometimes my father said, jokingly in a repressed way: “Sometimes i wonder if he is really 
crazy.” Instead of quieting me down that way, i always got a kick out of his remark, i felt all 
the more to be radiating from his or my mother’s attention to (or: consciousness directed at) 
the craziness, and started acting even more ‘weird’, my voice became even more strange. His 
attention gave an extra impulse and made it easier to go through the cramp and i looked like i 
was happy if not full of bliss in the acting out, in the mimicry. Sensitive as i was my body 
knew exactly how to get rid of the cramps, how to cope with and give shape to the ‘craziness’ 
other people had ‘forgotten’ to manifest but repressed. I was lucky and could be happy that 
my parents never truly doubted me, were never seduced into really getting worried but just 
allowed me to do what seemed to be my thing, my display of crazy activity, even though they 
did not and could not understand what i was doing. 

I wasn’t doing anything. The Heart was busy protecting Itself. It was busy surviving, 
so as not to get (totally) snowed under by forms, by life that seemed normal but that was at 
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the same time cramped, not free, uncomfortable especially as soon as i met other people or 
got involved with them. It was busy giving form back to the world – as much as possible – 
forms that my body borrowed but couldn’t digest (yet). Forms could be anything, but 
especially emotions and other feelings that people suppress, invisible subtle forms that are 
there in the air but don’t seem to take a form at all, were hard to bear and the body had to 
work hard to recover from them. In general, forms that were, consciously or unconsciously, 
considered problematic in any sense were heavy, but not only those. 

I allowed spontaneously what most people unlearned in their lonely struggle to take 
over and become the forms and norms in which they have to (try to) live. That’s how i stayed 
free, my heart stayed embedded in nature, in a deeper truth. Giving a form to craziness, 
dancing with it, was important so as not to become crazy. If a form has come your way 
anyway, you cannot go back or deny it, the body needs to respond to the energy involved in 
the transmission, or else it becomes gradually and invisibly dead, it becomes the deadness of 
the form that without being embedded in the Heart is indeed dead. If you’re not (aware of 
being) crazy you’re crazy. As long as craziness is still there, deadness has not won yet. 
Craziness, it can be said, has to do with the ‘impossible’ or mad meeting between Form and 
Formless, their simultaneity. When one would be only Form or only Formless there would be 
no craziness. As soon as there is a winner one becomes dead(ened). 

Coming to earth, it’s natural to, first, increasingly, associate with Form and become 
‘crazy’. However, it’s also natural to let the other side of the coin be: the natural urge to be 
freed again from craziness. The latter is difficult if one doesn’t recognize the urge, often 
because also the process of getting ‘crazified’ by (association with) Form is not recognized. 
Not allowing craziness means the forms go underground and form the Dark together. It’s not 
for nothing that people are quite into jokes, into laughing in general. Everybody, 
unconsciously, wants to get rid of cramps, contractions – preferably constantly. Form 
contracts, incessantly. By laughing regularly, the body seems to be able to just make it till the 
next release by laughter is needed. Laughing is not a solution for craziness though. In the dark 
it still has its grip on the laugher. It doesn’t equal being Conscious of craziness in any way. 
Consciousness is able to Transcend the Pain that Form is into the Formless, and in that 
process, especially in the moment the Transcendence is happening and ‘successful’, a certain 
or even an intense Bliss, the other side, may be experienced. 

Having a self-image works well to stay stuck in unfelt, unseen craziness that has not 
been given any shape. It’s like a fort in the sky with no stones or poles or other connections to 
the ground through which release could happen. A self-image makes one crazy rather than 
protect one against craziness, against the multitude or overkill of impressions. But it’s true, if 
one is (too) afraid of Consciousness showing you what is really going on here on earth, in the 
arena of Forces loving and fighting, a self-image is perhaps, for as long as there are no better 
options within one’s reach, the third best – for an individual that is, because people’s 
collective self-images have a strong tendency to deplete and destroy the earth in the end, 
dictating from above how things should be on earth without true Feeling-Connection to it. 
Crazy. The moment you consider yourself in any way better than the crazy forms, you 
become (more) crazy. Luckily for the self-images, the craziness operates (seemingly) safely in 
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the Dark where one’s identification has ended, even though it influences or rules one’s 
activities above the ground. 

 
Going wild in dancing was really great. I loved it. Finally a ‘legal’ and even very nice 

way of cleaning ‘myself’, my body and energy and consciousness. Afterwards, after totally 
giving ourselves to the dancing, we fell exhausted on the bed or on the floor. 

It’s not that i wasn’t busy with crazy forms like collecting stamps, but, as i have 
indicated, it were seemingly subtler, hidden forms like repressed emotions in people 
especially that were heavy for me to process and i had to let out through a form like dancing. 
What was important in this respect is the fact whether people were unconsciously lost in (the 
world of) forms or not. As i have said, most people were lost in forms, and this was heavy. 
My brother and i had more freedom in the world of forms. This for example was seen in the 
fact that already early at our age we were drawn to absurd humour, which for the greater part 
consisted of ridiculing forms. The seventies were not bad at showing absurd humour on 
television by means of various programs and we found ourselves easily rolling around the 
floor and roaring with laughter when whatever forms were imitated or made ridiculous in 
whatever way. This could be just light kinds of absurdism like a detergent that was being 
praised to heaven by the actors. Or an actor dramatically saying to his ‘wife’ how deliciously 
she had again defrosted another frozen tv diner that evening, after which the wife blushed and 
became red in her face from being flattered and started making up her hair and preparing for 
the night in bed with her man. Or more serious and seemingly almost incomprehensible 
absurdism that, despite the absurdism, could reveal reality in original ways. We ourselves 
started increasingly making our modest additions to absurdism, for instance by calling our 
volleyball team for a tournament “The little boys not aborted by accident”. The name was 
censored by the organization and renamed by them “By accident”. 

It was not only for dancing that we used music, but also for ‘Dracula’. ‘Dracula’ 
meant: me frightening some girls in the evening in the bedroom of my brother that was made 
as dark as possible. And with some suitable music to increase the dramatic effect. One, 
mainly instrumental, side of David Bowie’s “Low” especially was very well suited to serve as 
a background for my attempts to scare the girls, attempts that were normally successful. 
Hearing the screaming upstairs my family always knew when we did “Dracula”. At a certain 
point i grew too old for this play and i lost interest. Only, briefly, touching Brigitte still had, 
as always, its charm. But just touching her briefly was somehow not satisfying to me any 
more either. And why only in the dark? 

Before “Dracula” i often – at their request – chased the younger girls around the house 
of Brick. And i was supposed to frighten them, to make creepy sounds while chasing them or 
when suddenly my head with a twisted mouth and huge eyes appeared from behind a corner. 
The girls really loved this game, even though sometimes i did my job too well and one or 
some of them got really scared and started weeping, especially Luna. This could happen as 
well when i walked in as strange a way as i could, as if weirdly crippled, again with my 
twisted face and now looking angry. The girls couldn’t always distinguish any more between 
reality and play. 
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Being 15 and now that the time had arrived that i started thinking about things, 
making decisions on my own and going through a period of change in general, i also wanted 
to play guitar now and so it happened. My sister started at the same time with the same 
teacher in Tynaarlo, the village of the enemy. Our parents bought a classical guitar for us. 
Whereas my sister didn’t find much time for practicing – her main interest at the age of 12 
had become ‘boys’ – and even quitted the tuition after a while, my development was quite fast 
and within about a year had i learned and already played a few pieces of Bach. I was fortunate 
in this respect not to be distracted by the opposite sex or by my own latent sexuality. The 
music of the pop groups that i liked – but surely also a great singer (and guitar player) who 
was well known only in Holland and was named Boudewijn de Groot – had inspired me to 
take up guitar-lessons, and now i was playing Bach, next to ‘of course’ Fernando Sor, 
Correlli, Guiliani and many other composers for classical guitar, in general quite a bit of 
Baroque. I was not into classical music, actually. I had never played even one LP with the 
classical music of my parents. Was something going wrong then? Well, to be able to play 
guitar, classical guitar music was considered a solid background for playing whatever style 
later. Also for composing songs or whatever form of music, playing classical guitar – or piano 
– was an advantage. 

When i got a new teacher at a certain point, i continued playing classical. He was an 
older guy who kept repeating that once he played a guitar piece with a great big orchestra in 
Spain. Even though this was the great piece “Concerto de Aranjuez” of Joaquin Rodrigo his 
bragging began to piss me off more and more, certainly because this took quite a bit of time 
from the – paid – lessons. I liked playing classical guitar not only as a stepping stone but also 
for its own sake, for its own sound. Playing classical guitar was, in a way, not even that 
different from doing sums. But the physicality of it lead to a kind of harmony much more 
perceptible and much more enjoyable, being a balm for the ears with that nylon string sound, 
and also you could put some feeling into it. Playing guitar carried life, unlike silly things like 
doing sums or collecting stamps. It was nice to experience that, unlike in school, learning 
something could lead to something beautiful, valuable. 

But i was a far too creative person to ‘just’ play pieces of someone else as good or 
beautiful as possible. Just as when i had made myself a gigantic crossword of about 1000 
words when i was 11 after having filled in words words words of other people’s creations like 
a dummy over and over, i started creating my own guitar pieces. After composing a few 
classical pieces, i still missed something: singing, my voice in it. And so, by myself, next to 
the lessons that at a certain moment stopped altogether – although afterwards i still went on 
studying classical guitar by myself – i started writing songs, with chords instead of notes as it 
is done in classical music. I had to discover and develop all this by myself. My brother would, 
in the beginning, write most of the texts, in English, whereas i wrote the music and melody 
and also one third of the song texts. My brother was creative as well: he had already written a 
book by the age of nineteen, one that has never been published, however. 

In fact, when i was 12 i already had written a song, in Dutch, inspired by Boudewijn 
de Groot’s music. We had formed a ‘band’ and played the song live before some family and 
whatever people who had the bad luck to at that moment be hanging around at Bricks house 
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by accident. I was singing and ‘playing guitar’ – even though i couldn’t play guitar at all yet 
and had to play with completely ‘open chords’ which meant no chords, in fact – or, if you 
like, a very advanced chord, consisting of no less than 5 different tones. Anyhow, i didn’t 
bother using my left hand. My sister, who was 9 years old played tambourine and sang and 
Brigitte, 7 years old, banged on the children’s drums. Sometimes even Jenny joined in. The 
song was titled “De mensen van ons land” (“The people of our country”). 

“The people of our country are all completely nuts – they just buy and just do 
whatever and have no idea what – and if they do something at all it certainly goes wrong” 
was the beginning of the (translated) text that was sung in a very fast tempo. I confess that at 
that age i could already think about things and see things to a certain, of course limited, 
extent. Still, the big boost in thinking and general development didn’t come before the end of 
my 14th year. 

When i was 17 i formed a serious band for the first time, even though in the beginning 
there were just the two of us: Dick who was actually quite a good drummer from my former 
class in primary school, and me on electric guitar that i bought especially for this project. And 
soon we had our first modest performance on a pastureland behind Dick’s house. I’ll never 
forget the first time in my life i touched an electric guitar, plugged in, i mean. My first 
classical guitar teacher had one and demonstrated it once to me. When i had it in my hands 
and touched a string… the world stopped existing. What an incredible sound, loud and lasting 
so very long… Had i done this? i couldn’t believe it. I didn’t get the connection between ‘me’ 
and the sound, the enormous sound. I was so impressed. What an amplifier could do… even 
though i mainly ‘blamed’ the guitar itself for it somehow. 

Later i could well imagine how girls fell for the man on the electric guitar – even 
though they never fell for me; well, as far as i know. Girls at a rock concert are just looking at 
the ape or apes trying to make loud or even the loudest sounds, screaming and forcefully 
beating with branches on the ground. The electric guitar was an extension or increase of the 
man to an extent far beyond himself but it impressed the girls anyway, being more interested 
in dreaming than in reality. Just like when a man pushes the pedal of a fast car and the girl 
next to him associates this with a great guy who can run 200 kilometres an hour. Not to say 
that starting to play electric guitar or starting a band is always intended to impress girls. But 
for many it is part of the whole thing, indeed, and it plays a role. For me it didn’t play any 
role. Music had an almost holy status for me, even if i myself started to produce it at a certain 
point. It was not about me. When my mother called me for diner and i played a song of 
whoever or whatever band, i never came down before the whole song was finished. Or, in 
case of ‘emergency’, i would slowly slowly fade the volume to zero. To me it felt really like 
sacrilege to just put off the music abruptly. My organism was too delicate for such an 
aggression. 

It didn’t take long before a guitar player came to join us, Wouter, a former classmate 
of us from primary school as well. Wouter was willing to switch to bass to join us – myself i 
was not willing to make this sacrifice. Suddenly, after 5 or 6 years, i was back in village life a 
bit, although the name i made up for our band, “Hemisphere”, was totally un-village-like and 
everyone asked what it meant. Already that first year, thanks to some village-connections, we 
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played at the biggest pop festival in the municipality ever, even though this didn’t mean that 
there were thousands of people in the audience. And, by an irony of fate, we played just 
before the most famous rock star of Holland, Herman Brood (and his Wild Romance). Quite 
an honour, certainly given the fact that we hadn’t proven ourselves yet. Unlike an earlier 
concert we had given at some kind of a party, during which we also played a song like 
Roxanne from the Police, i didn’t tolerate any compromise this time. So we only played my 
own songs with mostly my brother’s texts. After our performance a lot of young boys 
especially surrounded me for an autograph. I was suddenly in a crazy world. Suddenly, now 
that i started performing instead of listening (to a concert of Status Quo, for instance) i was – 
we were – or seemed to be, on the other side. But this was not unpleasant, it was small scale 
anyway, no worries for the madhouse that celebrities had to endure. 

We didn’t get a good review in the newspaper, however. Of course, in our view, the 
journalist, Max Hovenier, who wrote that “the local band Hemisphere demonstrated again 
that beginning is always difficult”, was an oaf. We comforted ourselves with the fact that he 
was always negative, which was almost true. And we also held on to a few nice guys from the 
West of the country who looked us up afterwards to tell us that they really liked our music. 
Not by accident they liked Rush and other creative or symphonic rock bands, just as i did. 
Rush, a three men’s band from Canada, had become my very favourite band by then and, 
subsequently, also of Dick, the drum player. Wouter dreamt of playing abroad, in Germany, 
all over that country. Dick dreamt of playing in the local swimming pool before all the girls in 
bikinis. I was not such a dreamer. I wanted to work hard and make great music, to put my 
current explosion of creativity in a form that firstly i and hopefully we – and only secondarily 
the public – would value, music that would not be too simple but, indeed, creative, varied, 
melodic, soft and loud, sensitive and hard, with good texts, not the simple ‘I love you’ stuff 
that i didn’t like. 

Some songs were much longer than normal. One, very varied, song, lasted 21 minutes, 
the greater part of it having chords with open b- and e-strings. It was a song about a chess 
game between the leaders of the Soviet Union and the USA. And it was quite some piece; the 
text was again written by my brother. Other titles of songs that i remember: “Industry”, 
“Don’t follow the leader”, “Free man”, ”Stop talking about love”, “First man on the moon”, 
“Rock against religion”. “Leave me alone”, Mr. Don’t care”, “Hiroshima”. There was 
sometimes a bit of friction in the band, not unusual for bands and in general for companies 
where creativity is at stake. I wanted to practice a lot and, then, when we and the songs were 
good enough and well rehearsed, perform – in that order. The other two were rather into 
performing, seemingly for its own sake. We had quite a few discussions about this. 

I found the dream of the drummer silly. It’s not that i didn’t like girls – i would have 
‘even’ liked to be with such a nice girl like Windala – but to let ‘girls’, and then girls in 
general, be a guideline for your actions, to let your longing for a girl influence your acts and 
the way you go in life – and surely if this was related to music – this was unimaginable for 
me. And then this enthusiasm for their naked bodies or at least their being in bikini, this was 
for me still another world far away from mine. I had already managed in those band years to 
physically stay and not walk away when Wouter made one of his many vulgar sex jokes but i 
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hadn’t managed yet to laugh at them – sincerely – not at all in fact. And somehow my 
obviously not really liking them made Wouter laugh even louder, sometimes literally falling 
on the ground from laughing. The latter i found very funny and so i also had to laugh. It 
doesn’t mean i was not interested in the subject of ‘girls’, only not so much in the sexual 
aspect of it. Still, when i was 19 or just 20 i once asked Dick if Wouter, who had a girlfriend, 
the same one for quite some years already, made love to her. 

“Of course! What do you think!”, he snapped. It seemed he found my question stupid 
and was annoyed by it, although i couldn’t find the stupidity in it, not even after having 
investigated the issue repeatedly. Somehow, again, like with the “kapotjes”, you were 
supposed to know everything always already. In my simple logic this was not possible. There 
had to be a first time you, everyone, were introduced into some mystery of life, or even a 
simpler matter. I was sure that even if i hadn’t fainted during the biology lesson i wouldn’t 
know all the things i was supposed to know just like that either. 

Anyway, the band, creating music, making something beautiful out of nothing, was 
my world, my life from 17 to 22 – not girls, nor school, university or in general my future. 


